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Abstract

Compton clock and recoil-frequency measurements using a large momentum transfer atom
interferometer

by

Pei-Chen Kuan

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Dmitry Budker, Chair

Light-pulse atom interferometers have been used as quantum inertial sensors and for
precision tests of fundamental laws of physics. For higher contrast, we applied conjugated
Ramsey-Borde interferometers to cancel out vibrational noises and top-mirro tilting to com-
pensate Coriolis force. For higher sensitivity, we implemented Bragg di↵raction and Bloch
oscillation as large momentum transfer to increase the enclosed area of our atom interferom-
eter.

By combining measurment of recoil frequency and frequency comb, we present the first
clock referenced the mass of a single particle, based on combining a Ramsey-Borde interfer-
ometrer with an optical frequency comb. The rest mass of a particle defines its Compton
frequency, mc2/h̄ through relativity and quantum mechanics, and thereby sets a fundamen-
tal timescale. Our clock stabilizes a 10MHz radio-frequency signal to a certain fraction of
the Cs Compton frequency. Future work could result in an elementary-particle (electron)
or even antimatter (positron) clock, opening up new ways to test CPT symmetry and the
equivalence principle.

We also present our progress towards a new determination of fine structure constant.
We have implemented Raman sideband cooling to our experimental setup, which increased
the overall signal about tenfold, suppressed the thermal expansion of the atom cloud and
increased the signal contrast. Also by combining Bragg di↵raction and Bloch oscillation, we
achieved 0.5ppb sensitivity in less than 6 hours, and reduced the leading systematic e↵ect
by a factor of 3.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction of atom interferometry

The analog between optical interferometry and matter wave
interferometry

Compared with atom interferometer, people may be more familiar with optical interferome-
ter, as shown in Figure 1.1. In optical interferometers, light is divided into di↵erent paths by
the help of beam splitters, and change directions later by being reflected by mirrors. When
lights passing through di↵erent paths meet each other, another beam splitter at there will
make accumulated phases of light through di↵erent paths interfere with each other, therefore
overall light intensity will related to the phase di↵erence. After reading out the signal, phase
di↵erence can be retrieved and related information can be obtained.

Figure 1.1: Optical interferometer. The red line demonstrates light. Light passes through
the first beam splitter, being reflected by individual mirrors, and being recombined together
at the end of paths by the second beamsplitter.
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For matter wave interferometers, as shown in Figure 1.2, similar things happen. But
the roles played by light and matter are exchanged. In the optical interferometer, lights
are phase carriers. Material beam splitters and mirrors change light paths. In the optical
interferometer, however, matter waves are phase carriers. Lights help matter waves to change
their paths by atom light interactions. In the optical interferometry, momentum changes in
light get absorbed by the materials. Similar things happen in the matter wave interferometer,
in a more clear way. When momentums carried by photons get absorbed by atoms, atoms
will have di↵erent momentum. By change the conditions of the transfer, atoms can have a
range between 0 and 100 % possibility to change into the new momentum state. For the 100
% case, it corresponds to the mirror case in the optical interferometry. For the 50 % case,
atoms are in a superposition states of both states and correspond to the beam splitter cases.
We use the Bloch sphere conception [1] and call the 100 % case as ⇡ pulse and the 50 % case
as ⇡/2 pulse. Also by combining di↵erent beam splitters and mirrors, atom interferometer
can have di↵erent phases being measured.

Figure 1.2: Atom interferometer, the horizontal direction shows the time coordinate, and
the vertical shows di↵erent height. Matter waves are shown in black line, and laser pulses
are shown in green dotted lines. The functions of pulses are tagged by ⇡/2 and ⇡ at bottom
part of the picture.

Applications of atom interferometry

In an optical interferometry, the phases of photons in vacuum are kx � !t , where k is the
wave vector, x is the space position, ! is the angular frequency, and t is the time coordinate.
Therefore the preliminary application of optical interferometry can be the measurement of
length di↵erence between paths or the frequency components of laser beams when the path

Good analogy!
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lengths are known. Similar things happen for atom interferometry, where the free evolution
phase of matter waves will be

1

h̄

Z

classical

✓
mẋ2

2
� V (x)

◆
dt, (1.1)

where h̄ is the Plank constant, V (x) is the potential related to position x, m is the mass. The
potential energy part naturally related to the gravity potential, because of the atom mass.
Therefore, atom interferometer can measure local gravity by the change of gravitational
potential. From the measurement of local gravity [8], or local acceleration, it is possible
to build a inertial sensor for navigation. Other from that, it can be used to test general
relativity [2], measure newton’s constant G [3], check the gravitational AharonovBohm e↵ect
[4], etc. Instead of gravitational potential, we can add local voltage to generate electrical
potential; therefore atom interferometer can also be used to check the charge neutrality [5].
The kinetic part in the phase relates to the inertial masses of atoms, which are di↵erent
than the gravitational masses. The momentum change of atoms can come from photon
absorptions and photon emissions. The photon momentum is defined as h̄k. The kinetic
energy di↵erence between initial and final states after absorping or emitting one photon
defines the recoil frequency, which is the energy di↵erence divided by Planck constant h̄,

!r =
h̄k2

2m
. (1.2)

The value (in 133Cs, with 852nm laser wavelength is about 2066Hz) combined with laser
frequency give us the information about h̄/m, where m is the inertial mass. From this value
we can measure the fine structure constant, which will be discussed later in Section 1.2.
Other than these, atom interferometer can also be used to measure gravitational wave [6],
Sagnac e↵ect [7], etc.

Some atom interferomer configurations

By combining di↵erent beam splitters there will be di↵erent atom interferometers, including
Mach-Zender atom interferometer [8] (Figure 1.3a), Ramsey-Bord interferometers [9] (Figure
1.3b), double-loop atom interferometers [10], contrast atom interferomter [11], and so on
[4, 12]. Mach Zender atom interferometer can be used to measure local gravity [8], Ramsey
Borde interferometer can be used to measure h̄/m [9]. Both of them can be found origins
from optical interferometers.

Weicheng Zhong
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(a) Mach-Zender scheme. (b) Ramsey-Borde scheme

Figure 1.3: Atom interferometer schemes. The vertical axis is the height, and the horizontal
axis is the time. Dashed lines show the laser light and solid lines demonstrate the matter
waves’ trajectories. Di↵erent colors in dashed lines demonstrate di↵erent frequency, and
di↵erent colors in solid line demonstrate di↵erent velocity of atoms. By combining two beam
splitters and one mirror, the overall result of Mach-Zender scheme will depend on local
gravity. By combining two beam splitters and two mirrors, the overall result of Ramsey-
Borde scheme will not only depend on local gravity but also depend on recoil frequency
!r.

1.2 The fine structure constant

What is fine structure constant

Fine structure constant ↵ characterizing the strength of the electromagnetic interaction. It
can related to other physical quantity as

↵ =
1

4⇡"0

e2

h̄c
, (1.3)

where e here is the electrical charge, "0 is the dielectric constant and c is the speed of light.
The value, according to CODATA 2010, is 1/137.035999074(44) [13].

Measurements of fine structure constant

There are many ways of measuring fine structure constant, including quantum hall e↵ect,
helium fine structure splitting measurement, recoil frequency measurement, g-2 measure-
ment, and so on [13]. The measured values and uncertainties are shown in Table 1.1, and
the relative scale is shown in Figure 1.4.

The most accurate value of fine structure constant comes from the measurement of g-2
with uncertainty 0.25ppb [15, 16]. The limitation comes from the calculation of Feynman
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Descripton ↵�1 � 137.03⇥ 10�3 Uncertainty ppb
Electron ge � 2 5.999173(35) [15, 16] 0.25

Photon Recoil h̄/mRb 5.999045 (90) [17] 0.66
Photon Recoil h̄/mCs 6.0000 (11) [9] 7.7

Quantum Hall e↵ect RK 6.0037 (33) [18] 24
AC Josephson e↵ect �0

p�90(lo) 5.9879 (51) [19] 37
Muonium Hyperfine structue 6.0017(80) [20] 58
CODATA 2010 adjusted value 5.999074(44) 0.32

Table 1.1: Precision measurements of the fine structure constant.

Figure 1.4: Measurements of the fine structure constant. The results are shown in three
di↵erent groups, corresponding to di↵erent kind of methods.

diagrams. The relationship between g-2 and alpha is

g

2
= 1+C2

⇣↵
⇡

⌘
+C4

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2

+C6

⇣↵
⇡

⌘3

+C8

⇣↵
⇡

⌘4

+C10

⇣↵
⇡

⌘5

+ · · ·+aµ,⌧+ahad+aweak, (1.4)

where C2 is the second order correction and C4 is the fourth order correction, and so on.
ahad and aweak shows the correction contributes from hardronic interaction and electroweak
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Figure 1.5: Di↵erent parts of fine structure constant value from g-2 measurement. The blue
part shows how much the value is, and the orange part shows the relative uncertainty.

interaction, respectively. aµ,⌧ term corresponds to the vacuum polarization loop and relates
to me/mµ, me/mµ, where me stands for electron mass, mµ stands for muon mass, and
m⌧ stands for tau mass. The Feynman diagram number for the C2 correction is 1, for C4

correction is 7, for C6 is 72, for C8 is 891, and for C10 is 12672 [16]. The analytical calculation
only works to the third order correction, and the fourth and fifth order corrections are
calculated by computers. Values are shown in Figure 1.5, we can see the uncertainty is much
larger than the g-2 measurement itself, which is 0.28ppt [15].

Obtain fine structure value from recoil frequency measurement

Instead of using g-2 to get ↵, another possible way is to relate Ryderberg constant R1to
fine structure constant. We can relate the Ryderberg constant to ↵ by

hcR1 =
1

2
mec

2↵2. (1.5)
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Measurements Uncertainty
Rydberg constant R1 0.005ppb [13]

Electron mass in amu u/me 0.40ppb [13]
Cesium mass in amu m/u 0.18ppb [21]
Cesium D2 Transition 0.015ppb [22]

Table 1.2: The uncertainty in determining fine structure constant from the recoil frequency.

The electron mass me is not the same as the atom mass we used in atom interferometers.
We need to know the ratio. Therefore, the overall equation becomes

↵ =


2
R1

c

u

me

m

u

h

m

�1/2
, (1.6)

where u is the atomic mass, m is the atom mass we used in our atom interferometer (in this
case, it is cesium). By using atom interferometer the value of h̄/m can be determined. The
uncertainty of determining ↵ is shown in Table 1.2. We can see that all other properties
have much smaller uncertainty compared with h̄/m term (> 1ppb), which is where we can
improve by our atom interferometer.

1.3 Compton clock

The most fundamental time scale

All timekeeping so far has been based on the internal dynamics of bound systems. For
example, the motion of the solar system underlies the calendar [14]. Or the pendulum
sways due to the interaction between itself and Earth. Energy levels of atoms and ions
that determine the ticking rate of today’s most accurate clocks [23, 24, 25, 26], while clocks
based on transitions in nuclei [27, 28] are already being developed. The simplest and most
fundamental reference, however, does not require any interacting particles; it is provided by
a single massive particle with its Compton frequency !0 = mc2/h̄. Relativity and quantum
mechanics relate the particle’s mass m and its energy E = mc2 with frequency E = h̄!. The
frequency !0 is extremely high (⇠ 1020Hz for an electron) and not directly observed. The
metrological implications of the Compton frequency, however, are huge: Compared even to
transitions in nuclei [27, 28], the Compton frequency of a stable particle can have a practically
unlimited quality factor Q = !0��1, where ��1 is the 1/e lifetime of the system, is virtually
immune against external influences, and is thus a virtually ideal timing reference. Its use
would also allow for new precision tests of fundamental laws of physics or to define the unit
of time if hypothetically coupling constants were found to vary, as its dependence on, e.g.,
the electromagnetic or strong interaction strengths or particle mass ratios is substantially
di↵erent from conventional clocks. Maybe the most fundamental aspect is that it allows
defining the second via a particle’s mass and from fundamental constants and dimensionless
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ratios, based on first principles only. Building a Compton clock seems extremely attractive
from this point of view. However, no practical method of harnessing the Compton frequency
to make a clock has been found. This issue is what we have solved.

From microwave clock to Compton clock

The first atom interferometer is demonstrated by Norman Ramsey [29]. It was initially used
to improve the molecular beam magnetic resonance spectroscopy. It then find applications
in the construction of atomic clocks. Atoms pass through a radio frequency cavity, which
puts atoms into a superposition state, as shown in Figure 1.6. Atoms in di↵erent energy
levels will accumulate di↵erent phases. Then another cavity put atoms back to the original
state to interfere them. The interference signal depends on the coherence of radio frequency.

a

b

Figure 1.6: Microwave frequency Ramsey interferometer experimental scheme. The blue
circle demonstrates initial atoms coming out from atomic beam with velocity along gray
arrow and initially are in the |ai state. Aftering passing through the first cavity, interacting
with microwave frequency as shown in orange dash line, atoms are in superposition states.
After a while atoms pass through the second cavity and returned into their original state.

This method has been further used in optical domain [30]. Instead of using radio fre-
quency to put an atom into a superposition state, an optical travelling wave is used to
generate the superposition. Because its frequency is higher, the overall momentum being
transferred will increase. Therefore, these two states will have non-negligible space sep-
aration. This separation will decrease the overall overlap at the end part, and reduce the
avaliable signals. Therefore the extra optical pulse is necessary to recombine these two states
in space. It is called optical Ramsey method, as shown in Figure 1.7.

In these two experiments, the goal is to measure the transition frequency. When people
scan the radio frequency or optical frequency, final populations will oscillate as a function
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Figure 1.7: Optical frequency Ramsey interferometer. The vertical axis is the height, and the
horizontal axis is the time. Dashed lines show the laser light and solid lines demonstrate the
matter waves’ trajecories. Black solid line demonstrate atoms in ground state, and orange
lines demonstrate atoms in excited state.

of detuning and time of flight between atom-light interactions. By fitting the fringes with
theory, the transition peak signal can be determined. The development of Ramsey-Borde
atom interferometer shifts the experiment goal from measuring transition peak to h̄/m; the
laser frequency become the kown value not the required value. In other words, the experiment
is no longer a clock. As mentioned in the Section 1.2, the recoil frequency is what being
measured. The recoil frequency measurement includes two physical fixed properties: atom
mass and Planck constant. And also one external controllable property: the laser frequency.
Comparing it with Compton frequency, the di↵erence is only the change from laser frequency
to the speed of light. If we just want to measure Compton frequency, then we can just put
h̄/m into the mc2/h̄ equation and get the value. However, for the Compton clock itself, we
could like to find a way to relate laser frequency to h̄/m. In other words, we would like to
eliminate the independence of laser frequency. Once time we achieve it, the only quantity
is Compton frequency, and the overall system can be work as a Compton clock (see Section
2.8). The transparent relationship between the Compton clock and Compton frequency make
it a excellent way to test the consistency of particle mass.

Weicheng Zhong
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

2.1 Introduction

As discussion in Section 1.3, Ramsey-Borde atom interferometer can be used to measure
the recoil frequency. In Ramsey-Borde interferometer, some atoms move relatively to the
rest ones. The asymmetric movement contributes to the non-cancellation of kinetic phase,
thus related to the recoil frequency. However, for a quantitative measurement, we need
to know the relation between phases we measure and physical quantity we concern. In
this chapter we will first focus on the calculation that relates phase measured by Ramsey-
Borde interferometer to recoil frequency. The phase calculated can be divided into two part,
free evolution phase and atom light interaction phase. Free evolution phase is fixed, but
atom light interaction phase is related to experimental choices. Details in the atom light
interaction will change the overall result, and we will discuss some aspects of this idea.
For better measured result, we want better signal to noise ratio, which can be achieved by
arrangement of original Ramsey-Borde interferometer experiment, whose theory will also be
discussed here. The connection between recoil frequency measurement and Compton clock
will also be described.

2.2 Free evolution phase calculation

The Ramsey-Borde atom interferometer is shown in Figure 2.1. In Figure 2.1, there are four
beam splitters that separate atoms into di↵erent momentum states. The first two pulses
make atoms transfer between 0 and nh̄(~k1 � ~k2) momentum states, and the third and fourth
pulses drive atoms originally from 0 momentums to �nh̄(~k1+ ~k2) momentums, where ~k1 and
~k2 are the wave vectors of counter propagating photons in matter wave beam splitter and n
is the order of how many momentum being transfer. If there are momentum of two photons
being transferred, n = 1. For four photons, n = 2, and so on. If these two beams of beam
splitter pulses are counter propagated with each other, than the value of momentum being
transfered can be written as nh̄(k1 + k2) and �nh̄(k1 + k2). The phase of atoms in certain
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trajectories can be calculated from two parts: the free evolution phase and the atom-light
interaction phase. We will discuss free evolution phase here and left atom-light interaction
phase for Section 2.3.

Figure 2.1: A Ramsey-Borde interferometer sketch. The vertical axis related to space coor-
dinate x, and the horizontal axis related to time coordinate t. Atoms’ trajectories here are
not a↵ected by gravity. The atoms at rest are shown in black line. Atoms with nh̄(k1 + k2)
momentum are shown in orange line. Atoms with �nh̄(k1 + k2) are shown in blue line.
Lights are shown in dashed arrows. For each beam splitters, there will be a pair of counter
propagating beams. Because of di↵erent averaged velocities, di↵erent frequencies are re-
quired for the beamsplitter of matter waves. Therefore light changes its color from green to
blue. For each beam splitter there are two possible output ports, but not all of them are
going to form the atom interferometer we want. For those of them not related, the lines are
drawn in dotted lines. The time separation between first two pairs of beam splitters and
the last two pairs of beam splitters are T and the time separation between these two pairs
is T 0. Output1 and Output2 shows the two atom clouds with di↵erent velocity and can be
detected to calculate the phase information in atom interferometer.

The free evolution phase �� can be calculated from the classical action, as showni in
Equation 1.1. The atom trajectories are neccesary to obtain the phase, which can be obtained
by solving the di↵erential euqation, in the semiclassical limit,

ẍ(t) = f(x(t)), (2.1)

where x is the coordinate of trajectories, and f(x(t)) is some function. Combined Equation
2.1 and initial conditions, we can get the trajectories of atoms. For simplicity reason, we can
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assume the frame is at free falling. Therefore the equivalent gravity acted on atoms is zero,
i.e. f(x(t)) = 0. It is valid because the phase we measured should be the di↵erence between
two di↵erent trajectories, and both of them share the same gravity. Then the trajectories of
Ramsey-Borde interferometer will be

xl(t) = x0 ⌘, (2.2)

x1u(t) = v0t, (2.3)

x2u(t) = v0T, (2.4)

x3u(t) = v0T � v0t, (2.5)

where l, 1u, 2u, 3u are paths shown in Figure 2.1. Here x0 is the initial position, v0 is the
initial velocity, T is the time separation. Once time we get the trajectories, phase di↵erence
between two trajectories can be calculated by Equation 1.1 as

��free,1u +��free,2u +��free,3u ���free,l

=
2n2mv2r

h̄
T + 0 +

2n2mv2r
h̄

T � 0

=
4n2mv2r

h̄
T, (2.6)

where we set v0 = vr as the recoil velocity, defined as h̄(k1 + k2)/2m. Also because there is
no gravity, V (x) just equals to zero, make it further straightforward. We now add gravity
potential and the phase under this condition becomes

��free,l = 0, (2.7)

��free,1u(t) = � 1

2h̄
mg2T 3 +

2n2

h̄
mv2rT, (2.8)

��free,2u(t) = �2n
mgvr
h̄

TT 0, (2.9)

��free,3u(t) = � 1

2h̄
mg2T 3 +

2n2

h̄
mv2rT. (2.10)

Take the di↵erence between two trajectories gives us

��free =
4n2mv2r

h̄
T � 2nmgvr

h̄
(T + T 0)T. (2.11)

There are two terms in the phases, the first term depends only on recoil velocity vr and the
last term also depends on the gravity g. In the experiment, the vibration of overall apparatus
is indistinguishable from the local gravity vibration. Therefore, in order to measure the recoil
frequency by this scheme, we need to stabilize the acceleration term. We can achieve this
goal by installing the vibration stabilizer. Or we can cancel this out by running the conjugate
Ramsey-Borde interferometer, as shown in Figure 2.2. The phase will be
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Figure 2.2: Conjugate Ramsey-Borde interferometer. Symbols are similar as in Figure 2.1.
The original Ramsey-Borde atom interferometer is shown in half-transparency. Atoms with
2nh̄(k1 + k2) momentum are shown in red line. The beamsplitters that drive the third and
fourth pulses in conjugated atom interferometer have di↵erent frequency components, and
their color changes from green to red.

��free,uc =
1

h̄
nmvr(2T + T 0)(2nvr � g(2T + T 0)), (2.12)

��free,1lc(t) = 0, (2.13)

��free,2lc(t) =
1

h̄
nmvrT

0(2nvr � gT 0), (2.14)

��free,3lc(t) = �2nmvr
h̄

T 0(g(T + T 0)� 4nvr). (2.15)
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Take the di↵erence between two trajectories gives us

��free,c = �4n2mv2r
h̄

T � 2mngvr
h̄

(T + T 0)T. (2.16)

We can see the phase di↵erence of the conjugate Ramsey-Borde atom interferometer has the
same term with the original phase but with di↵erent sign on it. If we can subtract them and
get the phase di↵erence, this term will therefore only depends on the recoil frequency and
get rid of the gravity related term. Once time we have calculated the free evolution phase,
we are going to add the atom-light interaction phase to complete the overall result. Even
without going into details of the atom-light interaction, we can get something important
from the basic properties of beamsplitter. For the requirement of conservation, the relative
phase between di↵erent ports of the beamsplitter can be determined [31], as shown in Figure
2.3.

Figure 2.3: The relationship between the two ports of the beam splitter under the two
possible inputs. On the left hand side, if we choose the input phase as reference, and
the pass-through output will not be e↵ected. For the reflected one the beamsplitter may
introduce some extra phase �. Therefore, under the same condition of the beamsplitter,
when the input, which may be photons or matter waves, comes into another port, then the
reflected one will bring phase as ⇡ � �.

Combined with this information, we can calculate the overall phase and how they result
in population. For example, for Output1 in the Figure 2.1, its output comes from the
interference result of the two paths. One comes from the path 1u + 2u + 3u and get non-
reflected by the final beam splitter, its overall phase is

��u,output1 =
4mn2v2rT

h̄
� 2mngvr(T 2 + TT 0)

h̄
+ �1 + (⇡ � �2) + �3 + 0, (2.17)

The same as the previous formula. Here it assumes velocity is constant. 
So the kenetic term does not change between two pulses. 
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here �i is the phase beamsplitter printed to the atoms, i runs from 1 to 4 and corresponds
to four beam splitters, respectively. The other path contributes to Output1 comes from the
path l and get reflected by the final beam splitter, whose phase is

��l,output1 = 0 + 0 + 0 + �4. (2.18)

The possibility we can measure atoms at Output1 is therefore,

POutput1

=
1

4

��ei��
u,output1 + ei��

l,output1
��2

=
1

4

��ei��
u,freephase ⇥ ei⇡ ⇥ ei(�1��2+�3�0) + ei��

l,freephase ⇥ ei�4
��2

=
1

4

��ei��
u,freephase ⇥�1⇥ ei(�1��2+�3�0) + ei��

l,freephase ⇥ ei�4
��2

=
1

4

���ei��
u,freephase ⇥ ei(�1��2+�3�0) + ei��

l,freephase ⇥ ei�4
��2

=
1

2
(1� cos (��u,freephase + �1 � �2 + �3 � �4 ���l,freephase))

=
1

2
(1� cos (��free + �1 � �2 + �3 � �4))

=
1

2

✓
1� cos

✓
4
n2mv2rT

h̄
� 2

nmgvr(T 2 + TT 0)

h̄
+ �1 � �2 + �3 � �4

◆◆
, (2.19)

where we assume the amplitude of di↵erent paths is the same. Di↵erent amplitudes will just
decrease interference fringe visilibity. We can have similar arguments for the Output2, and
the two possibilities have the phases as

��u,output2 =
4n2mv2rT

h̄
� 2nmgvr(T 2 + TT 0)

h̄
+ �1 + (⇡ � �2) + �3 + (⇡ � �4), (2.20)

��l,output2 = 0 + 0 + 0 + 0, (2.21)
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and the possibility of measuring signals from Output2 will therefore be

POutput2

=
1

4

��ei��
u,output1 + ei��

l,output1
��2

=
1

4

��ei��
u,freephase ⇥ ei2⇡ ⇥ ei(�1��2+�3��4) + ei��

l,freephase ⇥ ei⇥0
��2

=
1

4

��ei��
u,freephase ⇥ ei(�1��2+�3��4) + ei��

l,freephase

��2

=
1

2
(1 + cos (��u,freephase + �1 � �2 + �3 � �4 ���l,freephase))

=
1

2
(1 + cos (��free + �1 � �2 + �3 � �4))

=
1

2

✓
1 + cos

✓
4
n2mv2rT

h̄
� 2

nmgvr(T 2 + TT 0)

h̄
+ �1 � �2 + �3 � �4

◆◆
. (2.22)

We can see if we choose to take the contrast, which is defined as the di↵erence of outputs
divided by the sum of outputs, then this corresponds to

(POutput2 � POutput1)

(POutput2 + POutput1)
= cos

✓
4n2mv2rT

h̄
� 2nmgvr(T 2 + TT 0)

h̄
+ �1 � �2 + �3 � �4

◆
. (2.23)

The result justify our initial guess that the free evolution phase between di↵erent trajectories
should be substracted. For the conjugated Ramsey-Borde atom interferometer, the results
will be

��cu,Output3 =
2n2mv2r(2T + T 0)

h̄
� nmgvr(2T + T 0)2

h̄
+ �1 + 0 + 0 + 0, (2.24)

��cl,Output3 =
2n2mv2r(4T + T 0)

h̄
�nmgvr(2T 2 + 2TT 0 + T 02)

h̄
+0+�2+�3c+(⇡��4c), (2.25)

��cu,Output4 =
2n2mv2r(2T + T 0)

h̄
� nmgvr(2T + T 0)2

h̄
+ �1 + 0 + 0 + �4c, (2.26)

��cl,Output4 =
2n2mv2r(4T + T 0)

h̄
� nmgvr(2T 2 + 2TT 0 + T 02)

h̄
+ 0 + �2 + �3c + 0, (2.27)

where �ic is the phase beamsplitter printed to the atoms in the conjugated atom interferom-
eter, i runs from 1 to 4 and corresponds to four beam splitters, respectively. If we take the
out definition as the same as before, then we can get

Pc,Output3 =
1

2

✓
1� cos

✓
4
n2mv2rT

h̄
+ 2

nmgvr(T 2 + TT 0)

h̄
� �1 + �2 + �3c � �4c

◆◆
, (2.28)

Pc,Output4 =
1

2

✓
1 + cos

✓
4
n2mv2rT

h̄
+ 2

nmgvr(T 2 + TT 0)

h̄
� �1 + �2 + �3c � �4c

◆◆
. (2.29)
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Then the overall fringe will looks like

(Pc,Output4 � Pc,Output3)

(Pc,Output4 + Pc,Output3)
= cos

✓
4n2mv2rT

h̄
+

2nmgvr(T 2 + TT 0)

h̄
� �1 + �2 � �3c � �4c

◆
.

(2.30)
Compare with these two fringes, we can see the term from the gravity is the same for both
fringes. It suggests that if we can reject the common mode between these two plots, than
we can get the property which is linked to recoil frequency and immune to vibrational noise.
We will discuss it latter in Section 2.4.

2.3 Atom-light interaction phase calculation

The overall atom interferometer phase consists of two parts, the free evolution phase and
the atom-light interaction phase. The overall phase we measured is the sum up of these two
kinds of phases. We demonstrate the free evolution phase calculation in Section 2.2. We are
going to show how to calculate the atom light interaction phase calculation. When there is
atom-light interaction, the phase laser carried will print into the atom. This phase is added
into the original one when absorbed by atoms, and gets subtracted when being coherently
emitted from atoms. For calculating the overall phase, we can consider one pair of counter
propagating beam. Atoms absorb light from one beam and emit light into the other beam.
The phase of laser light depends on its spatial position and timing. The four beam splitters
in our atom interferometer will contribute di↵erent phase to atoms. For simplicity, without
losing the generality, we can assume the gravity is compensated by the frequency chirping,
which will be described in experimental Section 3.8. Therefore, the phase of the first beam
splitter, under the approximation of plane wave, can be assigned as

�1 = �2k2L, (2.31)

where L is the length between the first beam splitter and the retroreflected mirror. k2 is the
wave number of the retro reflected light. Here we define the initial timing t ⌘ 0 and initial
position x ⌘ 0, therefore the phase comes from the first laser beam equals to zero, and the
phase comes from the second beam equals to 2k2L. The minus sign shows the emission fact.
There is only one �1 in the first beam splitter, since it happens at one place. Things are
di↵erent at beam splitter after, since they happened at more than one positions. For the
second beam splitters which happen at two di↵erent positions, the phase of the upper one
will be

�2u = !1T + k1z1 � !2T � k2(2L� z1), (2.32)

where z1 is the position of this upper beam splitter, and !1 and !2 are the angular frequency
of laser with k1 and k2, respectively. The phase of the bottom one is the same as �1. Similar
things happen for the third pulse, in which the upper phase will be

�3u = !1(T + T 0) + k1z1 � (!2 � !m)(T + T 0)� (k2 � �k)(2L� z1), (2.33)
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where !m is the frequency shift for the third and fourth pulses. Also the here �k shows the
wave vector di↵erence between the first two pulses and the last two pulses. The phase of
bottom third pulse is the same as �1. The upper fourth one will be

�4u = !1(2T + T 0) + k1z1 � (!2 � !m)(2T + T 0)� (k2 � �k)(2L) (2.34)

And the bottom one is still the same as �1. Put these into the equation (�1 + �4 � �2 � �3),
as shown in equation 2.23 , and times n if we want to consider 2n photons transition, we
can get the overall phase ��laser as

n (!mT + z1(�k � 2k1 � 2k2)) . (2.35)

The value of z1 can be substituted as nh̄(k1 + k2)/m⇥ T , and we can get the phase

��laser = n

✓
!mT + nh̄

(k1 + k2)(�k � 2k1 � 2k2)

m
T

◆
. (2.36)

For simplicity, we can regard �k ! 0, because the value is usually small compared with k1
or k2. The frequency !m can not be neglected because it is compared to recoil frequency,
which is much smaller. Combined this with the free evolution phase ��free we obtained
from equation 2.11, we can get

��laser +��free

=��laser + 4n2mv2rT

h̄
� 2nmgvr

h̄
(T + T 0)T

=n

✓
!mT � 2nh̄

(k1 + k2)2

m
T

◆
+

4n2mv2rT

h̄
� 2nmgvr

h̄
(T + T 0)T

=n

✓
!mT � nh̄

(k1 + k2)2

m
T

◆
� 2nmgvr

h̄
(T + T 0)T. (2.37)

This shows the overall phase we can retrieve from the population of the original Ramsey-
Borde atom interferometer, as shown in Equation 2.19 and 2.22. We can do the same thing
for the conjugated Ramsey-Borde interferometer. The phases are

�1cu = �1 = �k22L, (2.38)

�2cl = !1T � !2T � 2k2L, (2.39)

�3cl = !1(T + Tp) + k1z1 � (!2 + !m)(T + Tp)� (k2 + �k)(2L� z1), (2.40)

�4cl = !1(2T + Tp) + k1z2 � (!2 + !m)(2T + Tp)� (k2 + �k)(2L� z2). (2.41)

Put these into the equation n(��1cu � �4cl + �2cl + �3cl) , we can get

��laser,conjugate = n (!mT + (z1 � z2)(�k + k1 + k2)) . (2.42)
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The value of z1 can be subsituded as nh̄(k1 + k2)/m⇥ Tp, z2 can be substituted as nh̄(k1 +
k2)/m⇥ Tp + 2nh̄(k1 + k2)/m⇥ T , we can get the phase

��laser,conjugate = n

✓
!mT � 2nh̄

(k1 + k2)(�k + k1 + k2)

m
T

◆
. (2.43)

Under the similar assumptions. the sum up of phase in conjugated Ramsey-Borde interfer-
ometer will be

��laser,c +��free,c

=��laser,c + 4n2mv2rT

h̄
+ 2n

mgvr
h̄

(T + T 0)T

=n

✓
!mT � 2nh̄

(k1 + k2)2

m
T

◆
+ 4n2mv2rT

h̄
+ 2n

mgvr
h̄

(T + T 0)T

=n

✓
!mT � nh̄

(k1 + k2)2

m
T

◆
+ 2n

mgvr
h̄

(T + T 0)T. (2.44)

Sum them together, and try to adjust !m to make the overall phase zero, we can get

!m =
nh̄(k1 + k2)2

m
⇡ 8n!r. (2.45)

For the final part of the equation it is assumed that k1 ⇡ k2 = k. We can therefore get the
information about h̄/m from the frequency !m and laser frequency we chose, as long as we
can find a way to sum the phases from two fringes up. This is what can be done in ellipse
fitting.

2.4 Ellipse fitting

Once time we choose !m, we can get a certain relative phase between two fringes. However,
in experiment, we need to extract the relative phase between two signals. We can do the
ellipse fitting to achieve it. By drawing one fringe along the X axis and the other one along
the Y axis, these two plots can show specific pattern (ellipse) even through each of them
does not seem to have observable pattern, which is demonstrated by Figure 2.4.

For the plots, we can define the coordinates as like

x = Ox + Ax cos (�c + �d), (2.46)

y = Oy + Ay cos (�c � �d), (2.47)

where Ox , Oy are the o↵set of the fringe and Ax , Ay are the amplitude. The o↵sets come
from the atoms which do not participate into the interference. The phase term �c is the
common phase, and �d is the di↵erential phase. In our case, �d corresponds to phase related
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(a) Data take as a whole ellipse. (b) Individual data points in time sequence.

Figure 2.4: Demonstration of ellipse fitting. The red line and black lines shows the contrast
in each atom interferometer branch. We can see the full fluctuation of signals. However,
when draw them into one ellipse, the hidden structure can be shown and useful information
can be extracted.

to recoil frequency, and �c relates to the phase from gravity and vibration. We define new
parameters as

X ⌘ (x�Ox)

2Ax

=
cos (�c + �d)

2
=

cos�c cos�d + sin�c sin�d

2
, (2.48)

Y ⌘ (y �Oy)

2Ay

=
cos (�c � �d)

2
=

cos�c cos�d � sin�c sin�d

2
. (2.49)

Then we have
X + Y

cos�d

= cos�c, (2.50)

Y �X

sin�d

= sin�c. (2.51)

Therefore ✓
X + Y

cos�d

◆2

+

✓
Y �X

cos�d

◆2

= 1. (2.52)

Similarly, ✓
X + Y

cos�c

◆2

+

✓
Y �X

cos�c

◆2

= 1. (2.53)

These are the equations of ellipse. In our case, the common mode phase �c changes time by
time due to the vibration (so usually we do not need to change the �c artificially) and the
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di↵erential mode phase �d should keep the same. Then the modified coordinate X and Y
will not be constant, but they all satisfy Equation 2.52, which can also be written as

X2 � 2XY cos 2�d + Y 2 = cos 2�d sin
2�d. (2.54)

If we put X and Y back to x and y, then we can get
✓
(x�Ox)

2Ax

◆2

� 2
(x�Ox)

2Ax

(y �Oy)

2Ay

cos 2�d +

✓
(y �Oy)

2Ay

◆2

= cos 2�d sin
2�d, (2.55)

which can also be written as
1

4A2
x

x2 � 2 cos 2�d
1

4AxAy

xy +
1

4A2
y

y2

+

✓
�2Ox

4A2
x

� �2Oy

4AxAy

cos 2�d

◆
x+

✓
�2Oy

4A2
y

� �2Ox

4AxAy

cos 2�d

◆
y

+

✓
O2

x

4A2
x

+
O2

y

4A2
y

� �2OxOy

4AxAy

cos 2�d � cos 2�d cos
2�d

◆
= 0. (2.56)

If we can fit the data with the ellipse function a1x
2 + a2xy+ a3y

2 + a4x+ a5y+ a6 = 0, then
we can see the di↵erential phase �d can be calculated by

�d =
1

2
cos �1

✓
�a2

2
p
a1a3

◆
. (2.57)

Also we can see there are five unknown properties (�d, Ox, Oy, Ax, Ay), which just match the
six parameters and one condition for the ellipse equation. Now we know if having the ellipse
being fitted, then we can calculate the phase. The next question will be how to get it from
experimental. There are several di↵erent data fitting methods, and we use two of them:
algebraic fitting and geometric fitting.

Algebraic fitting

We can write the ellipse equation as the matrix form

�
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6

�

0

BBBBBB@

x2

xy
y2

x
y
1

1

CCCCCCA
⌘ aT · x = 0. (2.58)

If the coordinates (x,y) cannot be perfect fitted into the ellipse, then aT · x 6= 0. So having
the total n data xi, we would like to seek right aT such that minimizes

G =
nX

i=1

(aT · x)2. (2.59)
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In order to avoid the trivial solution aT = 0, some constrains must be added. We can choose
the constraint such that the result is for sure the ellipse, such likes 4a1a3�a22 = 1 [32], which
means

aT ·

0

BBBBBB@

0 0 2 0 0 0
0 �1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

1

CCCCCCA
· a ⌘ aT · C · a = 1. (2.60)

We can also write G as

G =
nX

i=1

(aT · x)2 ⌘ aT ·DT ·D · a, (2.61)

where

D =

0

BBBBBBBBBBB@

xT
1

xT
2

xT
3

xT
4

xT
5

xT
6
...
xT
n

1

CCCCCCCCCCCA

=

0

BBBBBBBBBBB@

x2
1 x1y1 y21 x1 y1 1

x2
2 x2y2 y22 x2 y2 1

x2
3 x3y3 y23 x3 y3 1

x2
4 x4y4 y24 x4 y4 1

x2
5 x5y5 y25 x5 y5 1

x2
6 x6y6 y26 x6 y6 1
...

...
...

...
...

...
x2
n xnyn y2n xn yn 1

1

CCCCCCCCCCCA

. (2.62)

So we want minimize aT ·DT ·D ·a under the condition aT ·C ·a = 1. We can use the Lagrange
multiplier, and also di↵erentiate the Equation 2.60 and 2.61 with aT , then it results in

DT ·D · a� �C · a = 0. (2.63)

This eigensystem can be solved and get the corresponding eigenvalues �i and also eigenvectors
ui. The eigenvector ui, with the scalar parameter µ can be put back to the requirement
µuT · C · µu = 1 to get the right value of µ. There will be three di↵erent eigenvalues and
usually the smallest one corresponding to the best solution (REF).

Geometric fitting

The fitting above is under the consideration which requires a1x2+a2xy+a3y
2+a4x+a5y+a6 =

0 to be as fulfilled as possible. We can also try to minimize the geometric distance between
the data points and the supposed fitting curve. This kind of fitting method is called geometric
fitting.

For the geometric fitting, we would like the minimize total the distance from the data
point to the guessed ellipse. We can write the distance function as f(u), and said we want
to minimize

Pm
i=1 fi(u)

2, where u identify the fitting ellipse parameters. We can use the
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Gauss-Newton method to approximate the real solution. Supposed the real solution is u, we
can approximate it by ū+ h, then

f(ū+ h) ⇡ f(ū) + J(ū)h ⇡ 0, (2.64)

where J is the Jacobian. We can estimate h by solving it from the equation

J(ū)h ⇡ �f(ū), (2.65)

h ⇡ �J(ū)�1f(ū). (2.66)

Once time the h is solved, we can add this term back and get new guess of ū, iterating this
process several times until the criterion being satisfied. For doing this, we use the same
definition as shown in equation 2.46, 2.47. The idea is to make data expressed into this
form. We will first run the algebra fitting and get the initial parameter value (e.g., a1, a2,
a3, a4, ). From these value we can calculate the related initial Ox, Ax, Oy, Ay, and �d value.
For each x and y point we solve the equations and get the related �c value. For sure these
points will not perfectly match into one single ellipse, therefore we can use Equation 2.66
to calculate further correction until the result converges. Also the covariance matrix can be
calculated once time the Jacobian is obtained,

� = (JTJ)�1. (2.67)

Its diagonal term shows the uncertainty of each parameters, including �d. The advantage of
the geometric fitting is it can relate each ellipse fitting with individual error bar, therefore
the outlets of data will reflect into large error in the fitting result. On the other side, this
method does not guarantee the convergence of the minimum finding process, because the
requirement of invertible Jacobian. Therefore it is not suitable to make the fitting work in
situ. In our case, we implement the algebra fitting to get a rough feeling about the data, and
then analysis it with geometric fitting method afterwards. (Once time we get the Jacobian,
it is straightforward to switch between di↵erent method to get the approximation h, instead
of Gauss-Newton method).

From section 2.3, we can see the right frequency will totally cancelled out the relative
phase, leave us zero di↵erential phase. However, zero di↵erential phase is not very adequate
in ellipse fitting. Any small error in position will cause large deviation of the phase we fit.
Also, 90� of phase is not also no good, since the ellipse in 90� will become the circle, which
will easily cause the divergence of Jacobian inverse. To make the compromise, we chose 72�

as the ellipse angle we want to fit.
Instead of these two frequentist inference methods, people also use Bayesian inference

method to fit the ellipse [33], which requires knowledge about the noise model of the exper-
iment in the begining.
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2.5 Beam Splitters

In previous sections we demonstrate how to calculate phase and how to extract phase from
measured signals. What we do not discuss yet is the details of beamsplitters. Idea beam-
splitter should just be at one spot in space time. They should also treat atoms as a perfect
two levels system. However, this is not always the case. Beamsplitters take time and may
include interaction between more than one states of atoms. We are going to discuss more
about beamsplitters in here. There are many beamsplitters. Raman transition, for example,
makes atom transfer between di↵erent hyperfine states and obtain h̄(k1 + k2) momentum.
In Raman transition, atoms absorbed one photon whose frequency is far detuned � from
the single photon transition, excited to a so called ’virtual’ excited state. At the same time,
atoms in the virtual excited state get stimulated decay by another photon, making the two
photon transition. Atom can also not change its internal electron state, like Bragg di↵rac-
tion. In Bragg di↵raction, one pair of counterpropagating beams generate a moving grating.
By change the relative frequency �, atoms after the laser pulse will be in the same internal
state, but di↵erent momentum state. The advantage of same internal state will be the better
immunity of environmental perturbation. There are other ways of transferring momentum to
atoms. Instead of steady frequency components in Bragg di↵raction pulse, Bloch oscillation
accelerates the laser-generating optical lattice and brings atoms into higher velocity. The
summary pictures are shown in Figure 2.5. For Raman transition, the e↵ective two photon
Rabi frequency is [31]

⌦eff =
X

i

⌦1i⌦⇤
2i

2�i

, (2.68)

where the overall terms are sumed up for all the intermediate states i and under resonance
condition. ⌦1i is the Rabi frequency of the first Raman transition beam, and ⌦2i is the Rabi
frequency of the second Raman transition beam. �i is the single photon detuning. Similarly,
the e↵ective Rabi frequency in Bragg di↵raction is [34]

⌦n =
⌦n

eff

8n�1(n� 1)!2!n�1
r

. (2.69)

This is under the adiabatic condition and also on resonance.⌦eff is similar for Raman tran-
sition case, only in here there the states di↵er in momentum. As shown in Equation 2.37
and 2.44, the overall phase is proportaional to n2. The larger momentum being transfered,
the better the overall sensitivity can be. For achieving larger momentum transfer, Equation
2.69 shows the main constrain in Bragg di↵raction comes from the laser intensity.

Time-dependent Bragg di↵raction

Here we will discuss the situation when there are multi Bragg di↵ractions happen together,
as in our atom interferometer. Related equations are [34]

ih̄ġ(z, t) =
p2

2m
g(z, t) + h̄⌦0

eikz + e�ikz

2
e(z, t), (2.70)
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(a) Sketch of Raman transition. (b) Sketch of Bragg di↵raction. (c) Sketch of Bloch oscillation

Figure 2.5: Sketches of di↵erent beam splitters. Black solid line shows the atoms states,
including di↵erent hyperfine states and momentum states. Dash lines with di↵erent color
correspond to di↵erent laser with di↵erent frequency. � shows the frequency di↵erence
between direction transition F ! F 0 and the photon itself, and � shows the frequency
di↵erence between two beams to satisfy energy-momentum conservation of the transition.
In Raman transition, atoms in F = 3 state get transfer to di↵erent hyperfine state F = 4.
In Bragg di↵raction, atoms in F = 3 state get transfer to the same hyperfine state F = 4
but di↵erent momentum states. In Bloch oscillation, atoms are transferred into the same
final states as in Bragg di↵raction case, but here � is a function of time.

ih̄ė(z, t) =
p2

2m
e(z, t) + h̄⌦0

eikz + e�ikz

2
g(z, t)� h̄�e(z, t), (2.71)

where g(z, t) is the ground state wavefunction of the atom, and e(z, t) is the excited state
wavefunciton. ⌦0 is the Rabi frequency of the laser, � is the frequency di↵erence between
ground state and excited state, p is the momentum operator. Assume the single photon
detuning is far detuned, � � !r,⌦0. Working in the adiabatic approximation, we obtain

0 ⇡ h̄⌦0
eikz + e�ikz

2
g(z, t)� h̄�e(z, t), (2.72)

e(z, t) ⇡ ⌦0

�

eikz + e�ikz

2
g(z, t), (2.73)

ih̄ġ(z, t) ⇡ p2

2m
g(z, t) + h̄

⌦2
0

�

eikz + e�ikz

2

eikz + e�ikz

2
g(z, t)

=
p2

2m
g(z, t) + h̄

⌦2
0

�
cos (kz)2g(z, t). (2.74)
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Now we consider there is a frequency di↵erence � between two counter propagating beams
and the frequency di↵erence �c between the carrier and the sideband in the third and the
fourth Bragg pulses:

ih̄ġ(z, t) =
p2

2m
g(z, t) + h̄⌦0

e�ikz + eikz+i(�+�
c

)t + eikz+i(���
c

)t

2
e(z, t), (2.75)

ih̄ė(z, t) =
p2

2m
e(z, t) + h̄⌦0

eikz + e�ikz�i(�+�
c

)t + e�ikz�i(���
c

)t

2
g(z, t)� h̄�e(z, t). (2.76)

The single photon frequency is about 3.52⇥ 1014 Hz here, therefore the wave number di↵er-
ence between di↵erent beams  105/1014, which is about 1ppb. Here we assume that three
wave numbers are the same. However, the frequency di↵erence � or �c will compare with
single photon detuning � and recoil frequency, and cannot be neglected. After the adiabatic
assumption, the equation will be:

ih̄ġ(z, t) =

✓
p2

2m
+ h̄

⌦2
0

�

e�ikz + eikz+i(�+�
c

)t + eikz+i(���
c

)t

2

eikz + e�ikz�i(�+�
c

)t + e�ikz�i(���
c

)t

2

◆
g(z, t).

(2.77)
Using the Fourier transform of the space,

g(z, t) =
1X

n=�1
gn(t)e

i2nkz, (2.78)

we can get

iġn = (2n)2!rgn +
⌦2

0

4�

�
3gn + 2 cos 2�cgn + e�i�t2 cos �ctgn+1 + ei�t2 cos �cgn�1

�
, (2.79)

where the first two terms in the square bracket have the same e↵ect for all momentum states:
they shift the overall energy level but keep the relative energy di↵erence the same. We can
neglect them, therefore the equation will be

iġn = (2n)2!rgn +
⌦2

0

4�

�
e�i�t2 cos �ctgn+1 + ei�t2 cos �cgn�1

�
. (2.80)

For the first and the second Bragg pulse, we can just replace2 cos �ct by1, because this pulse
contains only one frequency. We then get

iġn = (2n)2!rgn +
⌦2

0

4�
(e�i�tgn+1 + ei�tgn�1). (2.81)

We can compare the calculation results between these cases, as drawn in Figure 2.6. Here
we assume that we are doing an n=4 atom interferometer beam splitter, and see what will
happen in the final beam splitter. Under the same pulse condition, the results are di↵erent,
though. There are wiggles in the population of Figure 2.6b comes from extra frequency
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(a) Simulations of Bragg di↵raciton beam splitter with single
frequency.

(b) Simulations of Bragg di↵raciton beam splitter with two fre-
quencies.

Figure 2.6: Bragg di↵raction beam splitter with di↵erent frequency components. Here the x
axis is the time, the unit is 1/�, where � is the spontaneous decay rate of the excited state.
The y axis is the population of di↵erent momentum state. The initial state is prepared as
half of 4h̄k and half of 12h̄k, in black and blue, respectively. These two states have the same
relative phase. Other color lines show the intermediate states, such as 6h̄k, 8h̄k, and 10h̄k,
in the color of red, orange, and green, respectively. The laser pulse was not shown, but it
was centered at 3000 coordinate in x axis, and is about 1000 1/� width. The amplitude of
the laser pulse is chose as to make the ⇡/2 pulse in the Figure 2.6a
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�c. The laser pulse conditions, like amplitude and pulse shape are the same for both cases,
but the Bragg di↵raction pulse with two frequencies has di↵erent result compared with the
Bragg pulse with single frequency. The asymmetry can be explained by combination of the
two sidebands in the third and the fourth pulses. In Figure 2.7, which is the ideal case, the
third or the fourth Bragg pulses just drive the population between 4h̄k to 12h̄k states for
the top atom interferometer, and also between �4h̄k to �12h̄k states for the bottom atom
interferometer. But the two sideband beam can talk to each other, make the population

Figure 2.7: Frequency components at the third and fourth Bragg di↵raction beam splitters.
The y axis shows relative energy levels, and the x axis shows the momentum in h̄k scale. We
can see the parabola relation between energy and momentum. The blue parabola line shows
the ground state energy with di↵erent momentum. And the purple parabola line shows the
excited energy, note which is not in scale here. The green arrow presents the frequency of
the carrier beam, and the red and blue arrows are the red detuned sideband beam and blue
detuned sideband beam, respectively. This picture demonstrate the states transfer between
di↵erent momentum states which will be happened during the third and the fourth Bragg
di↵raction pulses.

being transferred between 4h̄k and �4h̄k. Some examples were drawn in Figure 2.7. The
population asymmetry causes the measured phase di↵erence between ideal case and real case.
The cross talk term break the assumption of ideal beam splitter with only two output ports:
now each beam splitter may have more than two output ports in the population, therefore
theoretical calculation we did in Section 2.2 will not hold.
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Figure 2.8: Di↵erent possible ways of cross talks in Bragg di↵raction beam splitters with
more than two frequency components. These are not all combinations, only some of them.
These all processes will also interfere with each other, remain somewhat smaller e↵ect in
population transfer. However, the e↵ect in phase should not be neglected.

Space-time dependent beam splitter

We just simulate the Bragg di↵raction beam splitter with three frequencies and found some-
thing unexpected. Therefore it is nature to consider more details about this beam splitter.
We assume that the atoms start out in one single momentum eigenstate. They are therefore
represented by plane waves having infinite spatial extent, and the spatial overlap between
di↵erent momentum states is always 100 %, which for sure is not what happened. Also we
assumed all the beam splitter processes happened in one spot of the space, no matter how
much relative velocity between the initial and final states, which is also not true. There is a
simple estimation: the overall maximum e↵ective laser pulse seen by the atoms should not
exceed the time needed to fully separate the initial and final wavepackets. For atoms with
larger wavepacket size, the time will be longer. For atoms with smaller wavepacket size, the
time will be shorter. Also when the momentum transfer is larger, the time left for the beam
splitter pulse will be shorter. It shows the conflict between adiabatic transfer and larger
momentum seperation. The space-time equation for Bragg di↵raction is

iġ(z, t) = � h̄

2m

@2

@z2
g(z, t) +

⌦2
0

2�
[2 + 2 cos (�t+ 2kz)] g(z, t). (2.82)

The simulation result is drawn in Figure 2.9. We assume Gaussian wave packets, and the
initial wavepacket size estimation along the z direction was obtained by the measurement
we performed in the Coriolis paper [35], which is about 813nm.

Weicheng Zhong
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Figure 2.9: Simulation of Bragg di↵raction along space-time. The result is drawn as the
density plot, where the purple color corresponds to low population, and the white color
corresponds to high population. The initial velocity of wavepacket is about 2h̄k/m. Here
the x axis is the z coordinate in unit meter, y axis is the time in unit second. At 100 µs
the beam centered at splitter pulse shines in, separate the wavepacket into two parts with
di↵erent velocity.

We can also consider beamsplitters of the third and fourth pulses, with frequency com-
ponent �c :

iġ(z, t) = � h̄

2m

@2

@z2
g(z, t) +

⌦2
0

2�
[3 + 2 cos 2�ct+ 4 cos �ct cos (�t+ 2kz)] g(z, t). (2.83)

Combined with these di↵erent beam splitters, we can try to simulate the overall atom in-
terferometer. The result is shown in Figure 2.10. For further time separation larger than
150µs, more e�cient code and faster computer is required. However it shows the possibility
to simulate the overall interferometer with large time seperation as in the real experiment
from the first principle in the future.

Another advantage of writing the simulation in the space-time form is that it will be
very natural to write down any term related to space, like local gravity. It is not concerned
in a space-independent equation, because the gravity term does not work for space Fourier
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Figure 2.10: Simulation of Ramsey-Borde interferometer along space-time. The coordinates
units are the same as in Figure 2.9. The four pulses happened at 100µs, 250µs, 400µs and
550µs.

transform. Here we can put gravity into the equation:

iġ(z, t) =

✓
� h̄

2m

@2

@z2
+

mgz

h̄

◆
g(z, t), (2.84)

where g is the acceleration and we assume there is no light shines in yet. The result
can be shown in Figure 2.11. We can see the added term indeed bend the trajectory of the
wavepacket. The result agrees well with the classical prediction. Now we can put the laser
term back into the equation:

iġ(z, t) =

⇢
� h̄

2m

@2

@z2
+

⌦2
0

2�
[2 + 2 cos (�(t)t+ 2kz)] +

mgz

h̄

�
g(z, t), (2.85)

where the detuning �(t) is a function of time due to the gravitational redshift. We can
compare three simulation results under di↵erent simulation conditions, as shown in Figure
2.12. The frequency compensation fits the prediction from gravity redshift, as we expected.
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Figure 2.11: Simulation of wave packet under the influence of gravity. The coordinates units
are the same as in Figure 2.9.

(a) Correct frequency com-
pensation.

(b) No frequency compensa-
tion.

(c) Wrong sign frequency
compensation.

Figure 2.12: Bragg di↵raction under di↵erent conditions of frequency compensations.

Based on these, we can also try the Mach-Zender atom interferometer, as shown in Figure
2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Simulation of Mach-Zender interferometer among space-time. Here the pulse
width of the second pulse is two times larger than other two pulses and keeps the amplitude
the same. The time separation between pulses here is 500 µs.

Consant time delay in the beam splitter

In space-time beamsplitters there are some wriggles or distortions happened right after the
beam splitter, which corresponds to extra momentum states. This may explain the maxi-
mum contrast people can achieve when make the beam splitter time separation smaller. In
principle, when we get smaller time separation, the contrast should be smaller. But however,
the maximum contract will not achieve 50 % theoretical maximum. This phenomena may
comes from the imperfect beamsplitter happened in the Bragg di↵raction splitter. Also in
the Figure 2.9, the wavepacket after the beamsplitter still has the same velocity, but does
not follow the original trajectory: the pulse beam splitter delayed the overall wavepacket
during the occurrence of beam splitters. Because atom mass, the change of velocity will not
be finished immediately. For symmetry argument, when atoms change the momentum from
nh̄(k1+k2) to �nh̄(k1+k2), the zero momentum should be the center of beam splitter pulse.
It take time for atom from zero to accelerate into final �nh̄(k1+k2) state. This acceleration
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will not only cause the misinterpretation of the overall separation time, but also contribute
to the phase related to the local gravity.
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2.6 Coriolis force e↵ect

Figure 2.14: Cartoon picture about our experiment set up on rotating Earth. The three
axis we used in calculating the Coriolis force is shown in the picture, in which x is pointing
to west, y is pointing to south and z is vertical direction. The two blue arrows on the top
shows the movements of top mirror to compensate Coriolis force, as discussed in Section
3.13. (Change the PIC coordinates)

Our experiment is on Earth, as shown in Figure 2.14, and being a↵ected by its gravity
and rotation. The cancellation of gravity is discussed in Section 2.2 by conjugated Ramsey-
Borde interferometer. Here we will discuss the e↵ects of Coriolis force. The Coriolis force
due to the Earth rotation has the form

~F = �2m~⌦� ⇥ ~v, (2.86)

where ~v is the velocity of the object, and ⌦� is the Earth rotation rate. For di↵erent
trajectories in atom interferometer, atoms with di↵erent velocity will be a↵ected by di↵erent
force. We adopt Cartesian coordinates in an inertial frame, one that does not rotate with
Earth. We define the z axis such that the laser, pointing vertically upwards, coincides with
it at T1. We take the x axis horizontal pointing west and the y axis pointing south. Later, at
T2 = T1 + T , T3 = T1 + T + T 0, and T4 = T1 +2T + T 0, rotated relative to the inertial frame,
changing the direction of the momentum transfer. As a result, the wave packet’s relative
velocities during the intervals [T1, T2], [T2, T3], [T3, T1] is

v12 = 2nvr(0, 0, 1), (2.87)
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v23 = 2nvr(⌦�T cos ✓, 0, 0), (2.88)

v34 = 2nvr(⌦�(2T + T 0) cos ✓, 0,�1), (2.89)

v41 = 0, (2.90)

where ✓ = 37.87� is the latitude of the laboratory in Berkeley, California. Thus, at T4, the
wave packets miss each other by

~� = 4nvr⌦�T (T + T 0) cos ✓(1, 0, 0). (2.91)

The mismatch can make the decrease of the contrast. To model it, we first assume the initial
wavepacket  has the form of

 =

✓
detA

⇡3

◆1/4

e�(1/2)~xA~x, (2.92)

where A is the matrix which is diagonal with elements ��2
1 , ��2

2 , and ��2
3 . The overlap

integral is independent of time,
Z

d3r ⇤(~r + ~�) (~r) = e�(1/4)~�A~�, (2.93)

where ~� is what we get from the equation. From this formula we can estimate the contrast
lost due to Coriolis force.

2.7 Phase from the gravity gradient

When we improve the overall contrast by Conjugate Ramsey-Borde interferometer and com-
pensate the Coriolis force (Section 3.13), we can achieve higher contrast in longer time
separation, therefore better sensitivity. The gravity gradient term cannot be neglected any-
more in longer separation time and will limit the overall uncertainty until we find a way to
measure it. For measuring gravity gradient, we need to know the relationship between its
value and phase we measured. Considering the gravity gradient means replace V (x) = mgx
by V (x) = mgx + m�x2/2, therefore the phase for original Ramsey-Borde interferometer
becomes

4n2mv2rT � 2nmgvr(T + T 0)T �
✓
4n2

3
mT 3v2r + 2n2mT 2T 0v2r

◆
�. (2.94)

And the conjugated Ramsey-Borde interferometer gives the phase as

4n2mv2rT + 2nmgvr(T + T 0)T +

✓
8n2

3
mT 3v2r + 4n2mT 2T 0v2r + 2n2mTv2rT

02
◆
�. (2.95)

Draw these two fringes in a ellipse, then we can get the overall di↵erential phase as

8n2mv2rT
⇣
1 +

�

12

�
2T 2 + 3TT 0 + 3T 02�

⌘
. (2.96)
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For cancelling out the phase comes from the gradient, one way is to run inverse atom in-
terferometer, as shown in Figure 2.15. The scheme is just the mirror image of the original
conjugate Ramsey-Borde one, with the initial Bragg pulse drive the momentum from 0h̄k to
�nh̄(k1+k2), instead of nh̄(k1+k2). The overall phase of the inverted regular Ramsey-Borde
interferometer can be calculated as

4n2mv2rT + 2nmgvr(T + T 0)T �
✓
4n2

3
mT 3v2r + 2n2mT 2T 0v2r

◆
�, (2.97)

Also the inverted conjugated Ramsey-Borde interferometer can be calculated as

4n2mv2rT � 2nmgvr(T + T 0)T +

✓
8n2

3
mT 3v2r + 4n2mT 2T 0v2r + 2n2mTv2rT

02
◆
�, (2.98)

Draw these two fringes in a ellipse as the same fashion as the original one, then we can get
the overall di↵erential phase as

8n2mv2rT
⇣
1� �

12

�
2T 2 + 3TT 0 + 3T 02�

⌘
. (2.99)

As we can see, subtract these two together, we can get rid of the gravity gradient to the first
order. For higher order correction, the atom trajectories should also consider the gravity
gradient e↵ect.

2.8 Compton frequency

Classical view

When we define the frame as rest so the Bragg pulse make momentum transfer from 0k
to 2nh̄k, then the multi-photon frequency detuning !b for this single beam splitter should
satisfy

nh̄!b =
4n2h̄2k2

2m
, (2.100)

!b = 4n!r. (2.101)

The result is not the same thing as !m in Equation 2.45. !m happened when we assume that
one laser frequency keeps the same during all the atom interferometer, therefore !m shows
the frequency di↵erence between beamsplitters, rather than inside two laser frequencies of
beam splitters. As discussed in Seciton 1.3, we can get Compton frequency !0 by measuring
recoil frequency !r and feedback this to angular laser frequency !L by measuring !b, as like:

!L ⌘ N 0!r ⌘ N!b, (2.102)

!b = 4n!r =
2nh̄k2

m
=

2nh̄

m

⇣!L

c

⌘2

=
2nh̄

mc2
!2
L = 2n

!2
L

!0
, (2.103)

where N and N 0 are fixed value. The relationship between these di↵erent frequencies is
shown in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.15: Inverted Ramsey-Borde interferometer. Symbols are similar as in Figure 2.2

Relativistic view

Conventional atomic clocks are referenced to the relative phase accumulation rate (or angular
frequency) between the internal energy levels of a bound system, and Compton clock is
referenced to the phase accumulated between di↵erent quantum states of a particle’s motion,
as be shown in Figure 2.16. In the semiclassical limit, the Feynman path integral shows that
a particle is well described by a wave packet  that closely follows the equivalent classical
trajectory, whose phase evolves between two space-time events (x, t) and (x’, t’) according
to

 (x0, t0) = � (x, t)ei�free , (2.104)
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!0 !b !r !L

!0 1 NN 0/2 N 02/2 N 0/2
!b 2/NN 0 1 N 0/N 1/N
!r 2/N 02 N/N 0 1 1/N 0

!L 2/N 0 N N 0 1

Table 2.1: Relationship between Compton frequency !0, Bragg di↵raction frequency !b,
recoil frequency !r, and laser frequency !L. The table shows the relation !i = Aij!j, here !i

is the ith left coloum component and !j is the jth top row component. Aij is the corresponding
table component.

where the relativistic expression for the phase �free = !0⌧ is simply the Compton frequency
multiplied by the proper time ⌧ , defined as the time measured by a clock that moves along
with the wave packet. Consider two particles. A particle 1 moving at a velocity v12 will
thus accumulate less phase than a particle 2 at rest, by a time dilation factor of 1/�12 =
(1 � (v12/c)2)1/2 . The relative phase accumulated by the free evolution between the wave
packets is given by

�(�1
free � �2

free) = �!0(⌧
1 � ⌧ 2) = !0

✓
1� 1

�12

◆
t, (2.105)

where t is the lab time coordinate between the initial and final beam splitter. In the non-
relativistic limit, the relative phase is proportional to the kinetic energy K.E. of the moving
particle, but the correct relativistic description is time dilation. For example, whereas K.E.
goes to infinity for v12 ! c , the relative phase ��free approaches !0t and thus stays finite.
The Compton clock’s operation is based on making the relative velocity v12 a well-known
fraction of c, so that the phase accumulation rate !0(1 � 1/�12) is a well-known fraction of
the Compton frequency. To obtain simple yet exact expressions for our interferometer phase
relativistically, we start the analysis in a frame of reference in which the output velocities of
the beam splitter are equal and opposite, given by ±v ⌘ ±�c. The Bragg resonance con-
dition, or equivalently energy-momentum conservation, require m�v = nh̄k. Simple algebra
shows

�� = n!L/!0, (2.106)

where � = 1/(1��2)1/2 is the Lorentz factor. We can express the same process in the initial
rest frame of the atom, as in Figure 2.17: Using the Doppler formula, we express the laser
frequencies in this frame as

!± = !L

✓
1± �

1⌥ �

◆1/2

. (2.107)

The velocity addition formula yields the moving atom’s velocity �12 = 2�/(1+�2). After
a delay time T, the laser beams are pulsed again, this time bringing the wavepackets to
relative rest. Two more flashes of counter-propagating laser pulses with the frequencies !±
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Figure 2.16: Comparison between ordinary atomic clock and Compton clock. Conventional
atomic clocks are based on the phase accumulation �! = !0

0�!0 between states of di↵erent
rest mass-energies (red). The rest-mass clock here is based on the phase accumulation
(orange) between states moving relative to each other.

interchanged return the wave packets together to produce interference at the time of the final
pulse. From the above equations, we can obtain the Lorentz factor �12 = 1/(1 � �2

12)
1/2 =

(1 + �2)/(1� �2) and thus the free evolution phase

��free = !0(⌧
(1) � ⌧ (2)) = 2T!0

✓
1� 1

�12

◆
= �4T!0�

2/(1 + �2). (2.108)

As already noted, ��free ⇡ �2(K.E.)T/h̄ in the nonrelativistic limit, but ��free ⇡ 2T!0 if
v12 ! c. The laser-atom interaction phase is derived as follows: Laser beams travel on null
geodesics and each photon carries the phase of the laser oscillator at the time of emission.
The e↵ect of the atom’s location on the laser phase comes in through the propagation delay.
The propagation delay of a laser beam between the upper and lower trajectory satisfies
T� = �12T = 2�T/(1 + �2). The oscillation frequencies of the laser are indicated in Figure
2.17. It is understood that the laser phase keeps advancing at these constant frequencies
!± between the pulse intervals, with frequencies switched during the interval T 0. Summing
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(a) Interferometer

(b) Symmetric frame (c) Initial rest frame

Figure 2.17: Interferometer trajectories along the vertical direction. a: The blue and green
lines are the paths of the matter waves versus time; red arrows denote laser beams. Addi-
tional paths that do not interfere are not shown. The diagram is drawn in a freely falling
inertial frame, and does not show the free fall of the atoms. b and c: One single beam
splitter plotted in the symmetric frame of reference (b) and the initial rest frame (c)

up the phases at the times the laser beams are emitted, with the appropriate sign (plus for
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absorption, minus for stimulated emission), yields

��laser = n[!�(T+T�)+!+(T+T 0�2T�T 0+T�)+!+(0�T+T�)+!�(�T�T 0+T�+2T+T 0)].
(2.109)

We allow for small deviations of the laser frequencies from these nominal values by sub-
stituting !± with (1 ± ")!±, where |" ⌧ 1|. Since !+ + !� = 2�(1 + �")�!L , and
!+ � !� = 2(� + ")�!L , substitution for !+, !�, and T� yields

��laser = 4n(� � ")T!L/[�(1 + �2)], (2.110)

, which with equation 2.106 becomes

��laser = 4!0T
�2

1 + �2
� 4"!0T

�

1 + �2
+O("2). (2.111)

The notation O("2) denotes small terms proportional to "2 and higher powers. Also, if " 6= 0,
the Bragg resonance condition given by equation 2.106 or 2.107 is not strictly satisfied. If
" is small, however, this has negligible consequences. The atoms will still take either of the
trajectories shown in Figure 2.17, with a negligible loss of di↵raction e�ciency. Note that
equation 2.108 is exact if " = 0. The ��laser cancels ��free if, and only if equation 2.106
holds and

!b = !+ � !� = 2!0
�2

n(1� �2)
= 2n

!2
L

!0
. (2.112)

This result agrees exactly with the nonrelativistic derivation Equation 2.103. Also,

!L = N!b = 2N!L
n!L

!0
= 2N��!L. (2.113)

shows 2N�� = 1, the particle’s velocity (and, thus, the time dilation factor) is given exactly
by the comb’s frequency multiplication factor N .
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Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

3.1 Overview

Here we overview the whole process in the atom interferometer (abbreviated as AI). Details
are mentioned in the following sections. While doing the atom interferometer, we prepare
atoms in a certain state to reduce systematic errors and increase sensitivity. We want atoms
insensitive to external field, so some systematic errors can be well controlled. We also want
atoms are in a narrow momentum distribution so that all beam splitters can work with the
same optimized e�ciency and then make the largest contrast, overall better signal to noise
ratio. Magneto-optical trap (abbreviated as MOT) is used to trap atoms and cooled them
down by polarization gradient cooling to ⇡ 2µK. Atoms in the MOT are then launched
vertically with a flux to ⇠ 109 atoms per second, which is called atomic fountain. Under the
same experimental space, atomic fountain doubles the total distance atoms can travel. Also,
compact experimental setup makes it easier to optical alignment. After launched, atoms
are further cooled to < 500nK by Raman sideband cooling. After Raman sideband cooling,
atoms are in the mF = 3 state, which is sensitive to external magnetic field. We use radio
frequency antenna to make atoms process adiabatic rapid passage to mF = 0 state. The
process is not perfect, therefore one velocity-insensitive Raman transition is used to select
the right Zeeman state and then blow away all other unwanted atoms. After selecting atoms
with the right Zeeman state, atoms are still in a broad momentum distribution which is
not proper for doing beam splitter. We again use another Raman transition, this time is a
velocity-sensitive, to select atoms in desired velocity distribution in the vertical direction.
After these preparations, the number of atoms remained is at the order of ⇠ 107, and the
e↵ective temperature along the vertical direction is about 2kHz ⇠ 100nK. Atoms then
interact with light pulses and get into superposition of di↵erent momentum states. We
use both Bragg di↵raction and Bloch oscillation as the beamsplitters to achieve su�cient
momentum separations and then overall good sensitivity. Atoms with di↵erent final states
will fall back at di↵erent timing and can be detected by an photomultiplier (abbreviated
as PMT) using fluorescence method . Signals come from di↵erent branches of the atom
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interferometer are combined together by ellipse fitting to get rid of common mode phase,
which changes time by time due to the vibration, to increase the overall contrast. Coriolis
force also get compensated to make even higher sensitivity. From the relative phase between
the two fringes it is possible to obtain recoil frequency, which is the preliminary property we
measured. By feedback the recoil frequency measurement to optical frequency comb, lasers
can be locked with to a certain ratio to the recoil frequency, realized Compton clock. The
overall experimental sketch is shown in Figure 3.1, the vacuum chamber sketch is shown in
Figure 3.2, the overall frequency components sketch is shown in Figure 3.3, and the overall
time sequence summary is shown in Figure 3.4.

3.2 Reference laser

The reference laser (Newfocus TLB-6917 Vortex II Tunable Laser) has linewidth about
300kHz. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.6 and 3.7. The table is served as
the source of all frequency reference, as for MOT reference and Ti-Sapphire laser. It also
includes 3 state blow away, MOT repump beam, and Raman sideband cooling repump beam.
Details about these are discussed in later sections. For enough power to support usage, the
light passed commercial Sacher Lasertechnik tappered amplifier running at 1.25A. The Lights
with di↵erent frequency are shown in dashed line with di↵erent color.

After going through the double passed 141MHz Acousto-optic modulator (abbreviated
as AOM) 1 and being fiber coupled, the beam passes AOM4. The zeroth order of the beam
passes through the Electro-optic modulator (abbreviated as EOM), which is modulated by
11MHz and therefore generating two sidebands. The first order of the beam passed AOM4
carries no sidebands. Two beams pass through the cesium cell in opposite directions. Signals
of the first order beam after passing through the cesium cell with magnetic shell is being
detected and used as the frequency modulation spectroscopy. The overall frequency shift is
therefore 2.5⇥ 141MHz = 352.5MHz. The reference signal was locked to F=3! F’=2 state,
and the laser frequency was close to the F=3!F’=4 state. The advantage of this signal is
the larger signal to noise ratio (abbreviated SNR), and the disadvantage is the broad Doppler
background. The other signal we can get comes from the four-wave mixing. In the four-wave
mixing, the first order beam and the frequency components of the zero order beams generate
the fourth photon, which was detected by the diode and demodulate by 11MHz. The signal
is free of the Doppler broadening background, but has worse SNR. In order to take advantage
of the two signals, the output electronic signals are combined from both detection diodes.
The frequency modulation signal was connected to the capacitor and corresponding to the
fast responses. The four-wave mixing signal was connected to the resistor and corresponding
to the long term drift response. The combined signal was sent to the home made PI lock-in
box to lock the reference laser.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of out experiment setup. Bottom left picture is our Ti-Sapphire table
photo. On the table is our reference laser system used to o↵er the overall frequency reference
to our experiment. Also there is our Ti-Sapphire lasers which are locked to the reference
laser and used to prepare atoms into proper states and make beamsplitters. Bottom right
picture is our MOT table photo. On the table is our fountain and cooling systems to launch
and cool atoms. Top right picture is our vacuum chamber, which stands on the MOT table.
Atom interferometer happens in the vacuum chamber, as also can be shown in Figure 3.2

3.3 Time sequence generation

Spectroscopies do not need switch light frequencies and paths. Things are di↵erent in other
experimental parts. The time sequence is controlled by National Instrument PCI-6534 and
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Top Mirror

Mu Metal Shields

Raman Sideband
Cooling Coils

Detection Beam

MOT Beams

MOT Coils2D MOT Cell

Bragg Beams

Figure 3.2: Experimental vacuum chamber sketch. Atoms are assembled in 2D MOT and
launched in 3D MOT. During the launching time, further cooling is realized by Ramanside-
band cooling. State preparation pulses come from bottom to top, being retroreflected back,
generating counter propagating beams. Beam splitter of atoms using the same path and
separate atoms into di↵erent momentum states. They falling back at di↵erent timing and
being detected by fluorescence method. The overall chamber is 3m long and the cylinder
chamber in where atom launching is about 1.5m long. One the top there is a ion pump to
remain vacuum pressure down to 10�10 torr level.

PCI-DIO-32HS. PCI-6534 includes 32 individual channels with external reference connected
to 10MHz signal. PCI-DIO-32HS, unlike PCI-6534, has no internal cache, and is required
to load data from computer. Therefore it is triggered by PCI-6534, which runs in its own
time space to minimize perturbations from the computer, to make sure the synchronization.
The time resolution for the card is about 1µs, which does not have enough accuracy for
the determining time separation between beam splitter pulses. We use Stanford Research
Systems Model DG 535 delay generator to generate trigger signals for the beam splitter
pulses, making uncertainty down to < 0.1ppb, which is enough for our experiment.
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Figure 3.3: The overall frequency components sketch of experiments. Not all frequencies are
shown , but the picture is generated without losing generality. In our system we use 133Cs
D2 line.

Figure 3.4: The overall experimental time sequence. Each operation is 2.1 seconds long. RSC
stands for Raman sideband cooling, ARP stands for adiabatic rapid passage. SS stands for
state selection, and VS stands for velocity selection.

3.4 MOT system

In order to make atoms launch vertically, we trap atoms by MOT first. In a MOT, atoms see a
position-dependent energy splitting generating by the magnetic coil, which has linear relation
with distance from center. The red-detuned lasers bring momentum and get absorbed by
atoms. When atoms move away from the center, the energy shift will better match the laser
frequency, therefore atoms will absorb photons with right polarization more easily, generating
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Mirror

Polarization Beam Splitter

Fiber Port

Wave Plate

Optical Isolator

Electro-Optic Modulator

Laser Diode

Tapered Amplifier

Shutter

Acousto-Optic Modulator

Detector Beam Dump

Figure 3.5: Symbols and the corresponding items in experimental sketches.

1

2

3

Go To MOT Table

3 State Blow Away

Go To RSC Repump

Go To Ti-Sapphire Table

Go To Cs Cell Part

λ/2

λ/4

λ/2

Figure 3.6: Experiment setup on reference table I, as shown in Figure 3.1. The frequency
details for the reference laser are shown in Figure 3.9a. Figure 3.5 can be refered to show
the meaning of symbols in all experimental sketches in this chapter.
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4

Frequency Modulation Spectroscopy

Phase Modulation
Transfer Spectroscopy

Cs Cell

λ/2

λ/2λ/2

Figure 3.7: Experiment seup on reference table II. Reference laser comes from the fiber
coupling in table I. The frequency details are also shown in Figure 3.9a

a e↵ective restore force for atom clouds, confine their movement. Furthermore, because laser
has energy smaller than the original transition, atoms in equilibrium will finally get to
temperature close to the Doppler temperature and limited by spontaneous decay heating.
The laser frequency for operating MOT is selected to close the F = 4 ! F 0 = 5. The idea is
the frequency should close enough so the e↵ective force comes from laser is enough, but not
too close to heat the atoms by spontaneous decay too rapidly. Since the strong intensity of
the MOT laser beam, the small detuning will overall decay atoms into F=3 state, therefore
extra repumping laser, in this case F = 3 ! F 0 = 4 is required. The repumping frequency is
the same as the reference laser, but the MOT beam frequency itself has ⇠ 9GHz away from
it. In order to shift the frequency, as shown in Figure 3.10, light from reference laser will
pass the EOSpace fiber coupled EOM to generate radio frequency sideband. The frequency
is generated by triple microwave frequency of 3.056 GHz and filtered by 9 GHz bandpass
filer. In Figure 3.8, the initial reference laser frequency is close to F = 3 ! F 0 = 4,
and the EOM sideband frequency is 3069.5 ⇥ 3 = 9208.5MHz. The laser frequency after
EOM and Fabry-Perot cavities wiil be ⇠ 15.87MHz blue detuned to F = 4 ! F 0 = 4
transition and ⇠ 266.96MHz red detuned to F = 4 ! F 0 = 5 transition. AOM5 is driven by
16.35MHz⇥8 = 130.8MHz, where the 16.35MHz comes from Agilent 3320A and then pass a
8-times multiplier and VCO. After double passing AOM5, the frequency is ⇠ 4.16MHz red
detuned to F = 4 != 50 transition now. It will inject into a Qphotonics diode with power
⇠ 50µW. The diode is driven by ⇠ 160mA.
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Figure 3.8: Experiment setup of generating the injection lock laser signal from the reference
laser. The frequency components are shown in Figure 3.9b.
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Figure 3.9

The cesium atoms come out from the broken capsule and being directed to a glass cell, in
where being assembled into a 2D-MOT. Atoms in 2D MOT flow into one unconfined direction
and enter into the large vacuum chamber, as shown in Figure 3.2. In the large chamber the
flowing atoms are trapped by the 3D MOT. For the 2D MOT, the laser size is about one
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inch times three inches, and the power for each beams is about ⇠ 200mW each, and there
are four beams in the 2D MOT. Similarity, the spot size for the 3D MOT is about one
inch in diameter, and the power is about 20mW each. For each MOT beams there are two
frequency components. As shown in Figure 3.10, we combined the light from injected diode
with the original reference laser and sent them into three taper amplifier with input power
10 ⇠ 15mW. These amplifiers are two Eagleyard 1W, driven by 2.5Amp for two pairs of 2D
MOT, and one M2K 1.5W for 3D MOT, driven by 2.5Amp. The light before the 3DMOT
tapered amplifier are shift 80MHz by AOM7, which brings extra frequency freedom and is
important for atomic fountain in Section 3.5. For 2D MOT, lasers after tapered amplifier are
passing through pairs of cylindrical lenses to shape light profile to the right aspect ratio to fit
the 2D MOT coill. After passing through beamsplitter to fine adjust power, each beams are
enlarged by lenses to cover the glass cell, as shown in Figure 3.11. Each coil in the 2D MOT
is about 120 turns, and was driven by about 0.7Amp. The light are controlled by shutter
and will turn o↵ after 0.99 seconds from the time sequence beginning. The time sequence is
shown in Figure 3.14.

For the 3D MOT, we use one single pair of 25 turns MOT coil which was built by hollow
core so it can be water-cooled inside. The current turns on to 30Amp for one second and
turns o↵. The atoms are loaded in this one second. Overall the atom flux is about 109 per
second.

Because blowaway and detection also required F = 4 ! F 0 = 5, these two functions can
also be controlled by the same beam with the help of AOM11, as shown in Figure 3.13.. For
the so-called 4-state blow away, the repumping will ruin up its function, therefore the switch
o↵ of F = 3 ! F 0 = 4 state is necessary. This can be achieved by AOM6 before the input
of 3DMOT M2K tapered amplifier, as shown in Figure 3.10. For the blowaway, 3state blow
away and 4 state are going to share the same optical path, therefore they are combined into
fiber here. 3 state blow away comes from reference table, as shown in Figure 3.6. The 4 state
blow away switch is controlled by AOM12. Due to the non-overlap in time sequence between
MOT beams, detection beam or 4 state blowaway beam, they will all have enough power
to drive the transition, which is the advantage. Blow away is dicussed in further details in
Section 3.9. For more discussion about detection, see Section 3.10.
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6

7

From Frequency Filter

From Reference Table

Go  To Frequency Filter

Go To 2D MOT

Go To 3D MOT

Go To 
Raman Sideband Cooling

Inject

λ/2

λ/2

λ/2λ/2
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Figure 3.10: Laser system on the MOT table to generate powerful laser beams for MOTs.
Their frequency components are shown in Figure 3.12a. Some light is also used as Raman
sideband cooling, see Section 3.6.
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2D MOT Cell
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Figure 3.11: Experiment setup for 2D MOT system. Their frequency components are also
shown in Figure 3.12a..
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Figure 3.13: Experiment setup for light after M2K 3DMOT tapered amplifier. The frequency
components other than 3D MOT are shown in Figure 3.12b.
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3.5 Atomic fountain

Instead of the main coil in 3D MOT, there are other three pairs of compensation coils. They
are used to cancel the residue magnetic field after the turning o↵ of the main coil current.
The eddy current will roughly remain about 30ms. After 30ms, three compensation coils
make the center of coil nearly zero field, which is suitable for polarization gradient cooling
(abbreviated as PGC). The 3D MOT beams keep switchingl on after the turning o↵ of coil
current for another 45 msec. During PGC, the laser intensity is ramped down gradually,
also the detuning was increased. The time sequence is shown in Figure 3.14. Among the
polarization gradient cooling, the frequencies of the laser beams have been changed. The top
pairs of the MOT beams redshift 4MHz, which is controlled by the AOM9, which change its
frequency from 80MHz to 76MHz. Similarly, the frequency of the bottom pairs laser beams
is shift 4MHz higher by AOM8. These frequency changes generate the moving optical lattice,
only atoms with certain velocity will be cooled down and not lost. Therefore, when the laser
beams switch o↵, combined with the geometry of the setup, the atoms will launch vertically
with 4.8m/s vertical velocity and temperature of 1.2µK. The temperature is measured from
comparing the signal width at di↵erent timing. Atoms will take about 0.5 second to travel
at the highest point of the trajectory. And overall height of the atoms can achieve in this
configurations is about 1 meter.

3.6 Raman sideband cooling

In order to make even further cooler atoms and increase the overall SNR, we also implement
the Raman sideband cooling after atoms launched. The idea of the Raman sideband cooling is
to trap atoms into the optical lattices, and then apply magnetic field and also external cooling
beam to drive atoms into the minimum vibration state, therefore decrease the temperature.
The cartoon picture of the principle is shown in Figure 3.15. For example, atoms which
are initially in mF = 1 and vibrational ground state can be transfered into mF = 2 and
vibrational first excited state by Raman transition, whose light comes from the optical lattice.
Atoms now in mF = 2 and vibrational first excited state can be transfered into mF = 3
and vibrational second excited state by the same method. This process can be reversed.
Therefore, any state other than vibrational ground state of mF = 3 will be transfered into
mF 6= 3 states. Atoms in these states will be pumped into excited state and have a chance
to fall into the desired state, or dark state. This process can continue untill no atoms in
other than dark states, and atoms are all in the vibrational ground state.

For buliding optical lattices, four beams are met together at 39cm above the 3D MOT
fountain center. They load atoms into the optical lattices. Three beams are in the horizontal
plane, two of them are counter-propagating, and the other one beam intersects them with
about 90�. These are shown in Figure 3.16. The fourth beam comes from bottom to top, use
the same path as the Bragg di↵raction beam, which is shown in Figure 3.17. In order to share
the same path of beam splitter pulse, the optical beam overlaps partially with first order of
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Eddy Current

2D MOT Shutter

3D MOT Coil Current

SS 0.990

1.000

0.0
Unit: Sec

3D MOT Beam Switch On
1.045

1.050

MOT Beam Intensity Ramping

MOT Beam Intensity Reduction

1.033

1.032

Launch Frequency ON
1.030

Polarization Gradient Cooling FSK
1.032

Figure 3.14: Related time sequence in MOT, polarization gradient cooling and fountain. The
bottom line shows the time arrow of the experimental sequence. For each time period, the
beginning and ending timings are shown at the bottom left and bottom right, respectively.
FSK here stands for frequency shift key. In the diagram, green, blue, red and color blocks
correspond to light alteration, frequency shift, intensity modification, and current switch,
respectively.

AOM17 and gets coupled into the fiber. The reason of using the same path is to build the
consistency of atom velocity. Because Raman sideband cooling will load atoms into optical
lattices, it will change atom launching velocity. For further processes, we want the new
velocity direction alongs with beam splitter pulse direction, therefore all the beam splitters
share the same atom condition. If these two are not the same, then the beam splitters at
di↵erent timing will not always parallel with atoms, therefore beamsplitters will have various
e↵ective two photon detuning � and worse overall contrast. Also di↵erent wavevectors will
contribute to the systematic errors.

To get enough optical lattice beam power, parts of the light after the 3D MOT taper
amplifier is directed into another M2K taper amplifier, as shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure
3.18. The beam intensity after the fiber is about 15mW, and the M2K taper amplifier is
driven by 2.5Amp. The output after the other fiber is about 400mW. The beam then pass
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Figure 3.15: The demonstration of Raman sideband cooling principles.

two AOMs, the first order of AOM13 supply the optical lattice light of the horizontal plane,
and the other first order of AOM14 get combined with the Bragg di↵raction beam path.
Because the Bragg di↵raction beam is in circular polarization, the vertical direction of the
optical lattice will be circular polarization. In order to make optical lattices, all the other
three beams are then circular polarizations. The spot sizes for the horizontal optical lattice
beams are about 10mm diameter with overall power ⇠ 80mW. The z axis beam size depends
on the Bragg di↵raction, which is about 12mm with power ⇠ 40mW. The optical lattice
beams may accidentally satisfy the Bragg di↵raction condition and therefore generate signals
look like Raman sideband cooling signasl. The fake signal usually gets wider and does not
change following cooling beam power.

Because atoms are moving vertically, the vertical optical lattice should be shift ⇠ 4MHz
from the horizontal place frequency. The frequency of the optical lattice will close to F=4
!F’=4 transition. The frequency originally drives F=4 ! F’=5, which is about 250MHz
away from desired. In order to make the right frequency, repumping laser is switched o↵
during Raman sideband cooling. Also the injection locking frequency is shifted down, the
frequency driven AOM5 is changed from 16.35 ⇥ 8 = 130.8MHz to 14.3 ⇥ 8 = 114.4MHz,
therefore the overall frequency is red shift 32.8MHz. The relative time sequence is shown in
in Figure 3.19. Combined with 120.9MHz driven by AOM13, and another 80MHz shift by
AOM7, the overall frequency is 77.86MHz blueshift from the required frequency. Frequency
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Figure 3.16: Experiment setup of Raman sideband cooling system, including XY direction
optical lattice beams and radio antenna. At the same stage there is also detection beam, but
the light is not shown in this figure, and related optical components are in half transparent
state. The definition of x,y are shown in bottom-left. The half-transparent blue rounded
rectangle demonstrates the vacuum chamber, in where atoms process atom interferometer.

driven by AOM14 is 116.4MHz and is about 4.5MHz less compared with AOM13, which
corresponding to the Doppler shift. Atoms are in F= 4 state after launching, which will
be transferred into F=3 state by spontaneous emission when they are excited by Raman
sideband cooling optical lattice beam. Once time atoms are in F=3 state, optical lattice
beams are ⇠ 9GHz far-detuned away.

The external cooling beam is used to make the atoms have the chance to decay into
the dark state. The frequency of the external cooling states is F=3!F’=2. The light is
form the reference table, as shown in Figure 3.6. Because the number di↵erence between
Zeeman states in F = 3 and F 0 = 2, the cooling beam should be a combination of �+ and
⇡ polarization seen by atoms. The �+ polarization cooling beam can achieve this by having
⇠ 10� angle between y direction optical lattice beam.

Because Raman sideband cooling requires good uniform magnetic field among the trapped
atoms to make the maximum performance, another three pairs of compensation coils are set
around the detection chamber. Just before the atoms near the optical lattice part, the
current for the coils are turned on for 47ms to achieve good uniform magnetic field along y
direction shown in Figure 3.16.

After the Raman sideband cooling, most of the atoms should in themF = 3 Zeeman state.
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Figure 3.17: Experiment setup of Raman sideband cooling z direction optical beam. Other
components, are also shown in Figure 3.22, are not related to Raman sideband cooling and
is shown in half-transparency.

In order to make the atom magnetic-insensitive, we want the atoms are in themF = 0 Zeeman
state. We achieve this by introducing radio frequency antenna, as shown in Figure 3.16, with
ramping frequency from 9192.514MHz to 9193.640MHz and then drive the adiabatic passage
from m=3 Zeeman state to m=0 Zeeman state in blue detuned � = 12GHz case. The radio
share the same frequency locking scheme as in state selection, Section 3.11. Comparing
with 9192.627MHz in doing state selection, we can see the frequency is scanning through
di↵erent Zeeman states, as expected. The magnetic field along the cooling beam is also
further increased to make a better di↵erence between Zeeman states during the adiabatic
passage, as shown in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.21 shows the time of flight fluorescence signal of atoms before and after Raman
sideband cooling. Raman sideband signals can be two to three times higher signal then bare
fountain signals. After Raman sideband cooling, radio frequency antenna was used to make
adiabatic transform from mF=3 Zeeman state to mF = 0. The overall e�ciency is about
50 %, which is about five times higher than the original Raman transition state selection.
Because the temperature after Raman cooling is cooler, there will be better velocity selection
e�ciency, which is about 20 %. This e�ciency is then two times better than the original one.
Overall, Raman sideband cooling increases the signal about twenty to thirty times higher.

Weicheng Zhong
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Raman Sideband Cooling XY Direction Beam

Raman Sideband Cooling Z Direction Beam

λ/2

λ/2

13
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Figure 3.18: Experiment setup of Raman sideband cooling system laser preparation. Fre-
quency components are shown in Figure 3.20a.

3.7 State selection

Because the phases of atoms will depend on the external magnetic field to the first order if
there is magnetic dipole momentum in atom state, we want to make atoms be in the mF = 0
Zeeman state. We achieve this by using the co-propagate Raman transition, therefore it is
velocity insensitive. In the original fountain, atoms are distributed into nine Zeeman states.
During the atom launching time, we use laser light along the same path with the Bragg
di↵raction to drive the Raman transition. Initially the atoms are in the hyperfine state F=4,
and we drive the Raman transition to make the atoms move to F=3 state. Because this
process happened in the solenoid with constant small current, there will be energy splitting
between di↵erent Zeeman states. Outside the solenoid are three layers of mu metal shells to
prevent the perturbation of environment magnetic field. Therefore, we can choose di↵erent
frequency detuning � to drive desired transition, which is mF=4 = 0 ! mF=3 = 0. Things
after implementation of Raman sideband cooling do not get much di↵erent. After Raman
sideband cooling, atoms remains in the F = 4 state, only the relative proportions between
di↵erent Zeeman states change. In order to generate far detuned frequency for Raman
transition, we use 1W Ti-Sapphire laser pumped by 10W Coherence Verdi to phase lock the
reference laser. The pick up light from Ti-Sapphire laser coupling to the fiber together with
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RSC Y Direction Coil Current

RSC Y Direction Coil Current

1.1270

1.0800
Unit: Sec

RSC Y Direction High Coil Current 

1.1380

RSC Repumping Beam

RSC Optical Lattice Beam

1.1230

Adiabatic Rapid Passage Frequency Ramping
1.1270

Adiabatic Rapid Passage MF Pulse

1.1262

1.1258

1.1370

1.1290 1.1340

Polarization Gradient Cooling FSK

Figure 3.19: Related time sequence in Raman sideband cooling. The timing depends on the
velocity of atoms and also the position of optical lattices. The y direction coil current is
switched between two di↵erent levels to make better adiabatic rapid passage signals.

reference laser, as shown in Figure 3.22. The signal is detected by fast-response photo diode
and mixed with external radio frequency, whose value varies from 4GHz to 12GHz. The
mixed signal will then finally phase-locked with external frequency 160MHz, whose error
signal feedsback to Ti-Sapphire servo. The half-line width of the error signal can achieve
⇠ 350kHz on spectrum analyzer. Because there are two possibilities of the mixer outcome,
external wavemeter is required to make sure the frequency is red detuned from the reference
laser or blue detuned.

The Ti-Sapphire whose frequency locked to reference passes AOM15 and injected into
the other 8W Ti-Sapphire laser pumped by Coherence 18W Verdi. The output of the 6W
Ti-Sapphire is picked up and sent into the polarization beam splitter to generate error signals
to lock the 1W Ti-Sapphire. The fast response was controlled by AOM15, frequency shift
and the slow response was controlled by the Ti-Sapphire laser piezoelectric actuator mirror
feedback. The output of 8W Ti-Sapphire laser then passes through the intensity-stabilization
AOM16, the first order couples to the fiber. The light after the fiber is partially picked out
and detected by fast diode and compared with a determined profile, which comes from the
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(b) Frequency components on Ti-
Sapphire table, including components for
state selection, velocity selection, Bragg
di↵raction and Bloch oscillation.

Figure 3.20

TTL pulse after voltage regulation and partition. The di↵erence will be compensated by the
radiofrequency power of AOM16, therefore the light intensity keeps as small frustration as
possible.

After intensity stabilization, the laser beam required frequency seperations to drive tran-
sition between di↵erent hyperfine states. We realize it by passing the laser through EOM
with frequency close to hyperfine splitting of cesium 62S1/2 state and then couple the laser to
the fiber to shine upwards in vacuum chamber, as shown in Figure 3.2. The EOM frequency
is generated by a DPO phase locked with 180MHz reference times 51 by radio frequency
comb and mixed with frequency 12.623MHz. The frequency 12.623MHz is used to do the
fine detuning. The exact frequency will not perfect match the hyperfine state of cesium
atoms due to the AC Stark shift. EOM ensures the perfection in phase coherence between
frequency components, which is important to achieve good and coherent e�ciency in Raman
transition, as shown in Equation 2.68. But these sidebands will generate other issues in
state selections. As shown in Figure 3.23a and Figure 3.23b, two sidebands combined with
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Figure 3.21: Comparison between bare fountain (black line) and fountain plus Raman side-
band cooling (red line) signals. The amplitude of red curve and black curve are not in scale,
since atoms are in di↵erent hyperfine states.

the original carrier will drive not only one but actually two Raman transitions. Also, for
di↵erent detunes there will be di↵erent frequency compositions for state selections. There-
fore di↵erent � sign will make di↵erent state selection pulse amplitude, as verified by the
experiment. Also, the second or the third harmonics of sidebands will also contribute to the
overall transition, though may be negligible. We can always minimized the e↵ect by adjust
the power of EOM to change the relative amplitude of di↵erent sidebands.

Things get more complicated when considering the retro-reflected light. Due to the con-
sideration of wave front distortion cancellation, top mirror was installed. Related discussion
can be found in Section 4.5. The retro-reflected light will shift the frequencies seen from
atoms due to Doppler e↵ect. Also the polarization will change, for example, from �+ transi-
tion to �� transition, due to the �/4 waveplate before the retro-reflected mirror. These extra
components during state selection can drive other unwanted transitions, as demonstrated in
Figure 3.24. Because the Doppler shift, this transition is velocity sensitive and also external
magnetic field sensitive. This may generate fake peak signals, but can be checked by changing
the solenoid coil current. Moreover, even in correct frequency components, the polarization
is spatially-modulated due to the retro-reflection beam. The overall e↵ective Rabi frequency
of the state selection depends on the Clebsch-Gordan coe�cients (i.e. polarization), there-
fore the e↵ective intensity is modulates spatially. This results in the modification of state
selection peak shape and can be verified by misaligning the top mirror on purpose.
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Intensity Stabilization

Slave Ti-Sapphire Phase Lock

Master Ti-Sapphire Phase Lock
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Figure 3.22: Experimental setup on the Ti-Sapphire table, including state selection, velocity
selection, Bragg di↵raction and Bloch oscillation. Frequency components are shown in Figure
3.20b.

The usual frequency separation between Zeeman state transitions is about 180kHz, with
corresponds to 0.1Amp current in the solenoid. Because the two photon transition linewidth
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(a) State selection in red detuned case (b) State selection in blue detuned case

Figure 3.23: Possible frequency combinations in state selection. They contains one carrier
and two sidebands for each case. Frequency components which drive the transition are
shown in opaque dashed lines, and components which do not drive transitions are shown in
half-transparent.

Figure 3.24: Possible wrong frequency combinations in state selection.
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only depends on the duration of the pulse, the duration should be long enough so di↵erent
transition will not be mixed. In our case the pulse duration is 100µs. After the state selection,
the remained F=4 atoms are removed by the 4-state blowaway beam ( about blowaway beam,
see more details in Seciton 3.9). Atom signals after state selection in di↵erent condition are
shown in Figure 3.25.

Figure 3.25: State selection signals for di↵erent Zeeman states. The frequency value in the
x axis has no specific meaning, only the di↵erence reflected the energy di↵erence in di↵erent
Zeeman states. There are seven peaks in the signals, corresponding to the seven transitions
in state selection process.

3.8 Velocity selection

In the atom interferometer, we change the vertical trajectories of atoms by Bragg di↵raction
(and also Bloch oscillation). In Bragg di↵raction, the frequency detuning between di↵erent
momentum states is relatively small, about 8kHz for each order. For driving the same
Bragg di↵raction for as many atoms as possible, the momentum distribution in vertical
direction should be smaller. We achieve this by counter-propagating Raman transition.
Atoms with di↵erent velocity will see di↵erent two-photon detunes in counter-propagating
Raman transitions, and only parts of them are close enough to make the transition. Therefore
the result is velocity dependent. The 150µs velocity selection pulse drive atoms from F=3 to
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F=4 first, then blow the left atoms, drive the transition with the same frequency components
but in opposite order F=4 to F=3, again blow the left atoms to make better final momentum
distribution.

In order to generate the counter propagating beam, AOM17 with 180MHz separates
di↵erent orders into di↵erent optical paths. Two beams hereafter are combined again in
orthogonal polarizations. Because the laser polarization seeing by atoms will be changed
after the retro-reflection of the top mirror, both counter propagating beams will have the
same polarizations and keep Zeeman state unchanged from mF = 0. Because in velocity
selection atoms still being transferred between di↵erent hyperfine states, the zeroth order
laser beam still bring sidebands. To avoid drive another state selection, which is velocity-
insensitive, the sideband frequency is changed after the state selection, as shown in Figure
3.26 (12.623MHz ! 8.623MHz). The amount of frequency shift is close to the Doppler shift
but not exact, still due to AC stark shifts. The possible combinations in frequency compo-
nents in velocity selection is shown is Figure 3.27. There are many possible components, and
most of them are not desired. Also the result signal will have extra momentum h̄(k1 + k2),
therefore the signal will have di↵erent peak position before and after one velocity selection.

Besides the sideband frequency changes, we need to also consider the local gravity. State
selection is velocity-insensitive, but velocity selection without compensating the deceleration
of atoms will have not the same e↵ect at di↵erent timing, therefore worse selection e�-
ciency. We use another double-pass AOM19 shown in Figure 3.22 to compensate the local
gravity and also fine tune the two photon transition for the velocity selection. The radio
frequency sending into AOM19, which is about 90MHz, comes from the VCO whose input
frequency is from the mixer between gravity compensation ramping and frequency doubled
Agilent 3320A. The gravity compensation frequency is generated by AD9954, beginning from
47.974999984MHz to 59.474999968MHz, ramp 0.000000146MHz in each 0.0127µs step. For
simplicity, we ramp only one directional beam, who directs upward. The ramping rate is
therefore twice. Agilent 3320A in this setup is used to fine tune the two photon detuning �
to match the required condition of velocity selection.

The signals before and after the velocity selection are shown in Figure 3.28. From them
we can see the improvement of smaller width, which corresponds to narrower velocity distri-
bution.

3.9 Blow away

After the state selection and velocity selections, atoms are transferred into other hyperfine
ground state. Remained atoms should be cleaned to get better signals. The way of doing it
is to shine in a strong power and cycle transition frequency laser beams that transfers large
momentum into the remained atoms. We call these laser blow away beams. Depends on
the hyperfine state driven, they are divided into 4 state blow away and 3 state blow away.
The frequency components are shown in Figure 3.12b. Atoms with unwanted hyperfine state
will be transfered into large momentum and fall back much later. Therefore they will not
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Bragg On

1.1700
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Counter Propagating On (AOM17)
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State Selectin Pulse

1.2200

3 State Blow Away

4 State Blow Away
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MOT Repump Beam Switch Off
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EOM Current Switch On

Figure 3.26: Atom preparation, including state selection and velocity selection. For short
pulses like cases in state selection and velocity selection, the time block is shown in gradient
color, and the pulse width is shown in top-left. Exact starting and ending timings are not
shown if they are not critical for the final result.

perturb signals detected. If the blowaway does not work properly, remained atoms will result
in a hump signal on the scope and the tail of the hump will add to the atom interferometer
signals detected, introduce extra noises.

Due to the limited power of 3 state blow away (⇠ 2mW), blow away beams do not share
the same path as Ti-Sapphire laser, otherwise the extra fiber coupling will suppress further
the overall available blow away power. As shown in Figure 3.29, one lens is added in the
blow away beam path to make sure blow away beams cover atoms.

In order to achieve better performance, blow away beams should not be circular polar-
ization due to the dark states in F = 3 ! F 0 = 2 transition. Also their frequency should
be a litter blue detuned to compensate the Doppler frequency. Bad blow away configuration
will not only require longer time to work out but can also introduce some hot atoms from
spontaneous decay. In our case, the e�ciency 3 state blow away beam is worse and we chose
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Figure 3.27: Possible frequency combinations in velocity selection. There are initially three
frequency from EOM and its sideband with polarization �+ in blue color, and one coun-
terpropagating frequency in purple color with polarization ��. After retro-reflected, these
beams change their polarizations and Doppler shift thier frequency to atoms. The retro-
reflected beams are shown in arrows pointing down.

4 state blow away beam as our final blow away beam.

3.10 Detection

For detecing atoms, we use the resonance frequency F=4!F’=5 combined with F=3!F’=4,
which is very similar to the MOT frequency. The frequency components are shown in Figure
3.12b. We add AOM12 at the end of the MOT beam to make the frequency on resonance, as
shown in Figure 3.13. The fluorescent are detected by Hamamatsu photomultiplier (abbre-
viated as PMT) R943-02 with voltage 700V and transferred to voltage by a preamplifier. In
order to have as much solid angle as possible, two N/A ⇠ 1, diameter 10cm lenses are used
to collect the fluorescence, as shown in Figure 3.30, achieving about ⇠ 5% of the overall solid
angle. Also it is possible to use another sphere mirror at the opposite position to double the
collected signal.

In the very end of the experiment process, the high sensitivity of PMT make the small
scattering light from the experiment can also contribute large noise signal. Therefore blocking
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(a) Without velocity selection, whose full
width at half maximum is about 6.8ms.

(b) With velocity seleciton, whose full width
at half maximum is about 1.7ms

Figure 3.28: Comparison between bare fountain (without Raman sideband cooling) signals
with and without velocity selection. The y axis shows the voltage signal from PMT, and the
x axis shows the time coordinate. The Gaussin fitting curve is shown in red line, and the
data points is in green color.

Beamsplitter Beam
State Selection Beam
Velocity Selection Beam
RSC Z axis optical Lattice Beam

Blow Away Beam

λ/4

λ/4

Figure 3.29: Bottom part of the chamber in where blow away beams and beams from Ti-
Sapphire table coming to the chamber.

is required. Also in Raman sideband cooling the cooling beam will shine into PMT directly
and burn out the tube if the PMT is on. Therefore an extra switch is added for turn on
PMT only at the detection period, as shown in Figure 3.33. Data analysis trigger starts card
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NI4474 collecting signals from PMT and calculate the related result.

Detection

λ/4λ/4

Photomultiplier

Iris

Figure 3.30: Experiment setup of Detection. The Raman sideband cooling components are
half transparent. Atoms shown in gradient blue circle are inside the chamber and fluorescence
light. The fluorescence is shown in half-transparent gradient blue.

3.11 Bragg di↵raction

The setup of the Bragg di↵raction is similar to the velocity selection. After one state selection
and two velocity selections, atoms are in the F=3 state, and we use far detuned (4.5GHz
to 13GHz, blue or red) laser beams to generate Bragg di↵ractions. The large detuning is
used to prevent the single photon transition to destroy the accumulated phase of atoms.
And under large detuned, strong intensity is required to make the di↵raction work. The
intensity stabilization mentioned in Section now compares the detected light with Gaussian
profile generated from Agilent 3320A to make intensity fluctuation down to less than 5%.
The stability of Bragg di↵raction pulses will lower the overall noise.

After the intensity stabilization, we generate again counterpropagating beams by steps
mentioned in Section 3.8. Compared with velocity selection, because Bragg di↵raction only
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drives atoms into the same hyperfine state, its frequency components are relatively straight-
forward in the first two beam splitters. EOM now is not switched on, and the radio frequency
drives AOM19 shifts after velocity selection, as shown in Figure 3.33.

For the third and fourth pulses there should be two beam splitters driven at the same
time. The counterpropagating beam generating AOM17, when there is no Bloch oscillation,
is therefore driven by 180MHz+!m and 180MHz�!m , where !m is mentioned in Section 2.3.
Drive two frequencies at the same time will cause the amplitude modulation in the zeroth
order of AOM17, which will disturb the Bragg di↵raction conditions. We add AOM18 to drive
the same frequency component but out of phase, therefore overall result is the smoothing out
curve of the zeroth Bragg beam. But because these extra experimental setups, the overall
Bragg di↵raction intensity needs to be adjusted to make the same power for all four beam
splitters.

3.12 Bloch oscillation

The Bloch oscillation is used to separate atoms further in the Ramsey-Borde interferometer.
In our case, Bloch oscillation can be viewed as a modification of the Bragg di↵raction, as
shown in Section 2.5. The obvious di↵erence is the whether the frequency get ramp or not.
We insert Bloch oscillation between the second and the third Bragg di↵raction, as shown
in Figure 3.32. Bloch oscillation starts 5ms later than the second Bragg pulse. The Bloch
oscillation works on both branches of the Ramsey-Borde interferometer. Therefore, we drive
two Bloch oscillations at the same time. The measured frequency !m after performing the
Bloch oscillation is no longer the same as in Equation 2.45, but [36]

!m ⇡ 8(2n0 + n)!r, (3.1)

where n0 is the extra momentum order transfered from Bloch oscillation.
For generating Bloch oscillation, we replace the constant freqency !m in Section 3.11

with a linear ramping frequency. The frequency is generated by card AD9959. The fre-
quency is ramped from 4.041325985MHz to 4.305819019MHz. The frequency will mixed
with 4MHz and pass through low pass filter. The extra 4MHz is used to make higher har-
monics filtering easier. The Bloch oscillation pulse is 900µs long and the ramping rate is
about 0.000004967MHz in 0.013µs. For the reason of adiabatic switch, the shape of the
oscillation pulse is generated by another Agilent 3320A function generator with 70us rising
edge and also falling edge. The frequency ramp starts 90µs later than the rising edge, as
shown in Figure 3.33.

The demonstration of single Bloch oscillation is shown in Figure 3.31. Bloch oscillation
can have ⇠ 45% e�ciency for bring atoms into ⇠ 250h̄k.
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Figure 3.31: The demonstration of Bloch oscillation, the x coordinates is the time of atoms
being detected by PMT, and y axis is the signal.

3.13 Coriolis force compensation

As we showed in Section 2.6, the Coriolis force will introduce the mismatch of the wavepacket,
therefore decrease the overall contrast. In order to compensate this part, we installed two
Thorlabs AE0505D16F piezoelectric actuators at the bellow that hold the top mirror, as
seen in Figure 3.2. The two piezos define the rotation axes, and are roughly pointing west
⌘ x0 and south ⌘ y0, enclosing an angle of 82 degree. The sensitivity of the actuators has
been calibrated against an Applied Geomechanics 755-1129 tilt sensor. We can use this to
give the momentum transfer k1 � k2 a constant direction as seen from the inertial frame, in
spite of Earth’s rotation, to compensate for the Coriolis force. The Coriolis compensation
trigger will happen at the same time as the beginning of AI process, it will make the voltage
generator generate the ramp voltage to drive the piezoelectric actuators.

3.14 Compton frequency

In order to make timebase reference to all equipment, a voltage-controlled 10-MHz crystal
oscillator O1 (FTS 1050A) with frequency !cryst is the master oscillator for all frequency
sources, pulse generators, and lasers involved in the Compton clock experiment. The fre-
quency comb multiplies !cryst by a factor of Nc = 35173594.165 into the optical frequency
range, and stabilizes the laser frequency to Nc!cryst. To obtain !± as shown in Section
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2.8, a direct digital synthesizer (DDS) generates !b/2 = NDDS!cryst at ⇠ 82kHz, where
NDDS = 2326621801616/248. The factor N is thus N = Nc/NDDS = 4255305521.31286.
AOM17 generate !± by applying the relation !± = !L ± !b/2 (valid in the nonrelativistic
limit). As shown in Figure 3.34, the servo includes the program measuring the relative phase,
and compared it with ideal phase output (we set it as ±72�). For the right frequency !b, the
phase di↵erence from !± should be zero. From the deviation we can calculate the correction,
and output the corresponding control voltage to the crystal oscillator.

Our frequency comb generator (Menlo Systems FC8004) is based on a mode-locked,
femtosecond titanium: sapphire laser and a photonic bandgap fiber. The comb’s output
spectrum has components at angular frequencies !q = q!rep + !off , where q=1,2,... . The
200-MHz repetition rate !rep is phase-locked at 20!cryst to the signal from O1; the o↵set
frequency !off of 20 MHz is phase-locked to 2!cryst by carrier-envelope phase stabilization.
A sample of the laser frequency is sent to the comb laboratory via an optical fiber; its beat
note with the q = 1758678th comb line is obtained. The beat frequency is bandpass filtered
at 30 MHz and compared with 3!cryst to phase lock the laser. When the feedback loop is
closed,

!L = (20q + 2 + 3 + 8 + 9 + 12.165)!cryst = Nc!cryst, (3.2)

where the summands of 2, 3, 8, listed in order of appearance represent: the shifts due to the
comb o↵set !off , the beat frequency, and AOM16 to shape the laser pulses.

In the original experimental set up, only one frequency component of the counter propa-
gating beam pair is rampped. Therefore the overall momentum h̄(k1+k2) is changed during
the atom interferometer. We can compensate this by adding AOM20 to ramp the reference
laser frequency in the opposite direction, and sending the rampping laser to beat with fre-
quency comb, as shown in Figure 3.35. The beating signal is used to phase lock Ti-Sapphire
laser, therefore the laser frequency from the Ti-Sapphire laser is rampping all the time.
Hence these two ramping from AOM19 and AOM20 will keep h̄(k1 + k2) all the same, and
the net frequency shift from this pair will be 9 !cryst, as shown in Equation 3.2.

The term of 12.165 !cryst in Equation 3.2 represents a voltage-controlled oscillator at
121.65 MHz used in the laser frequency stabilization. It is monitored by a frequency counter
referenced to !cryst and thus has a known ratio to !cryst.
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Figure 3.32: Atom interferometer with extra Bloch oscillations. Symbols are similar as in
Figure 2.2. The extra Bloch oscillations are shown in grey region. Atoms in this setup obtain
more spatial and momentum separation.
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Bloch Frequency On / Bragg Frequency Off
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Bloch Oscillation Ramping
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Figure 3.33: Atom interferometer time sequence. For the Bragg di↵raction and Bloch oscil-
lation, because the light pulse changes its intensity by time, these areas in time are shown
in gradient color. The pulse time is shown in the top left place of the block. For Bragg
di↵raction, the pulse time is defined as the time between two points in which the signal is
1/40 of the overall amplitude of the Gaussian pulse. The time T and T 0 is the same as shown
in Figure 2.1 and also the phase calculation.
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Figure 3.34: Demonstration of Compton clock setup. Right hand side show the atom inter-
ferometer to measure the phase related to h̄/m, and the left hand side shows the frequency
comb to lock laser frequency. All experiments are reference to 10MHz crystal signal !cryst
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Figure 3.35: Experiment setup of extra components in Compton clock operation.
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Chapter 4

Result

4.1 Coriolis force compensation

Figure 4.1: The comparison before (left) and after (right) the Coriolis force compensation.
The x axis and y axis are the population ratios from two fringes. Blue spots show the data
taken, and red solid lines show fitting results.

Figure 4.1 demonstrates the di↵erence of contrast before and after the Coriolis compen-
sation, in n=5 and T=160ms case, without Bloch oscillation and Raman sideband cooling.
The data with correct compensation shows improvement of the overall contrast. Figure 4.2
shows the contrast as a function of the tip-tilt rotation rate around the y0 axis for various
pulse separation times. A Gaussian function of the rotation rate (with the center ⌦opt ,width
�⌦ , amplitude and o↵set as fit parameters) fits the data within the standard error. The
t results are tabulated in Table 4.1. A weighted average for the optimum tip-tilt rotation
rate is ⌦opt = (51.3 ± 0.8)µrad/s. We also performed a similar measurement for the x0

axis, Figure 4.3. From both measurements, we compute the magnitude of the rotation rate,
(58.5 ± 1.0)µrad/s (taking into account the actual angle of 82� between x0 and y0). This
agrees with ⌦� cos ✓ = 57.4µrad/s within ⇠ 1� error.
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Figure 4.2: Contrasts versus mirror rotation rates along y0 axis under di↵erent time separa-
tion T .

T [ms] ⌦opt[µrad/s] �⌦ �[nm]
130 49± 4 124± 8 106± 7
160 51± 2 81± 4 105± 5
180 50± 2 66± 3 108± 5
220 52± 2 38± 5 92± 12
250 54± 2 34± 4 107± 13

Table 4.1: ⌦opt and �⌦ are the fitting center and width from Figure 4.2. � is calculated from
�⌦ and Equation 2.93.

From the mismatch of the final beamsplitter and the result in contrast loss, we can
estimate the wavepacket size in both three directions. The experiment validates the model
shown in Section 2.6. According to Table 4.1, the measured widths of the overlap integral
agree with one another for all measured T . From the data, we can determine the parameters
of the overlap integral. The symmetry of the atomic fountain suggests that the principal
axes of the matrix A coincide with the x, y, z lab rotatory frame. In what follows, we
neglect the small di↵erence of the x, x0 and y, y0 directions. The weighted average of the
numbers in the last column of Table 4.1 is �x = (105 ± 3)nm. The fit shown in Figure
4.3, yields �y = (86 ± 7)nm. To determine �z , we vary the time interval between T3

and T4 (the definition is in Section 2.6), see Figure 4.4. The fitted width corresponds to
�z = (813 ± 21)nm. The much larger width demonstrates the validity of velocity selection.
Because each atom interferes only with itself, these measured quantities are properties of
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Figure 4.3: Contrasts versus rotation rates in x axis.

individual atoms, averaged over the atomic ensemble. They need not be related to the
temperature of the ensemble.

Figure 4.4: Contrasts versus mismatch along z axis.
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4.2 Compton clock

In order to show the di↵erence between the Compton clock and recoil frequency measurement
and also the working feedback, we shows the time sequent data of measured frequency in
Compton clock experiment, Figure 4.5. The first 10 data points are taken in for a comb
multiplication factor of Nc. At the 11th data point we briefly disable the feedback, so that
!cryst is free-running and the experiment is running as a Ramsey-Bord recoil measurement.
The measured recoil frequency is proportional to !2

L = (Nc!cryst)2. If we increase Nc by
100 ppb, we obtain a 100-ppb increase in !L. Thus, a 200-ppb increase in !m is observed.
Starting with the 13th data point, we close the feedback loop again. Once time the feedback
turns on, the closed loop adjusts the frequency !cryst of O1 so as to maintain �� = 0, so
that

!m = NDDS!cryst =
!0

(2nN2)
, (4.1)

where N = Nc/NDDS = 4255305521.31286. The Compton clock is therefore conjugate to
a recoil measurement, and thus inversely proportional to N2

c . In other words, in Compton
clock measurement the laser frequency is not fixed, but the ratio N is. We therefore expect
the signal frequency to decrease by 400 ppb, so that it ends up 200 ppb lower. This is indeed
observed and demonstrates that the frequency of our clock qualitatively obeys Equation 4.1.

Figure 4.5: Comparison between Compton clock and recoil frequency measurement. The
black line shows the measured frequency without consider the influence of laser frequency.
The red line shows the over result with laser frequency compensation and therefore is related
to Compton clock oscillation.

Quantitative agreement is demonstrated by comparing the rest-mass stabilized frequency
!cryst to a rubidium frequency standard (SRS FS725) over 6 hours, as shown in Figure 4.6.
It averages to 9 999 998.127 Hz with a standard deviation of the mean of 0.015 Hz. A chi-
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squared test yields a normalized �2 = 1.4. Our statistical uncertainty is 0.015Hz⇥ (�2)1/2 =
0.018Hz, or 1.8 ppb. Using equation 2.103 and correcting for systematic e↵ects, we obtain
the Compton frequency !0/2 = (2993486252±12)⇥1016Hz. The deviation from the expected
values (16,18) is �5.2± 4.0 ppb and is consistent with zero within 2� [13]. We will present
an abbreviated discussion of systematic e↵ects in section 4.4. The Allan variance, show in
Figure 4.7, is below 108/[t/(1000s)]1/2, where t is the integration time.

Figure 4.6: Six hours data took for Compton clock measurement.

4.3 Fine structure constant

Sensitivity achievement

After the implementation of Raman sideband cooling and Bloch oscillation, the sensitivity
have sound improvement. After six hours of data taking, as shown in Figure 4.8, the overall
sensitivity can achieve 0.96ppb in six hours with preliminary data analysis, which is about
two times higher than what has achieved in Compton clock. Also the Allan deviation, show
in Figure 4.9 looks have less noise floor than the one in the Compton clock, as shown in
Figure 4.7.

The taken data can be analyzed with di↵erent ellipse fitting parameter, as shown in
Figure 4.10, and we can see the best optimum result can even achieve about 0.66 ppb with
bin size equals to 80.
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Figure 4.7: Allan deviation for the long data took for Compton clock. The slope before
t = 100s is an artifact of the 80s update cycle of the experiment.

Figure 4.8: Six hours data took for fine structure constant measurement.
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Figure 4.9: Allan Deviation for the long data took for improved fine structure constant
measurement.

Figure 4.10: Uncertainty under di↵erent bin size condition and di↵erent methods. Solid
squares show results in geographic fitting method, and the unfilled squares show results in
algebraic fitting methods. The bin size here shows how many data are required to fit a
ellipse. Each ellipse has six parameters, therefore the minimum number for fitting the ellipse
will be six. Larger bin size will lead better fitting, but will reduce the overall number of
fitted ellipses.
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Systematic Error Term Value (Hz) Ratio (ppb) Improved ↵ Error (ppb)
Constant Phase Shift 0.02814± 0.00026 340.4± 3.1 ⇠ 22.4± 0.6
Gravity Gradient Shift �0.00121± 0.00008 14.6± 1.0 4.8± 0.3

Gouy phase 0.000016± 0.00001 1.9± 0.1 Same
Beam Alignment �0.00006± 0.00003 �1.5± 1.1 < �1.5± 1.1
Magnetic fields 0.00000± 0.00002 0.0± 0.2 Same

Table 4.2: Systematic errors table for Compton clock measurement and improved fine struc-
ture constant measurement.

4.4 Systematic error

Here we discuss the leading e↵ects of possible systematic errors in measuring Compton
frequency and fine structure constant. These errors in Compton clock measurement case
and in improved fine structure measurement case is shown in Table 4.2.

Gravity gradient

The gravity gradient � is (3.4 ± 0.2) ⇥ 10�6/s2, measured nearby in Palo Alto, CA [37]. It
causes a fractional shift in !m of (�/12)(2T 2+3TT 0+2T 02), as discussed in Section 2.7. For
Compton clock measurement, T = 160mS and T 0 = 5mS, whose value ⇡ (15± 1) ppb. For
later fine structure constant measurement , T = 80mS and T 0 = 15mS,the overall error will
be ⇡ (4.8± 0.3) ppb.

Constant phase shift

When measuring !m, its values will be di↵erent as di↵erent T . When draw its value versus
the reciprocal time scale, the fitting is close to a straight line, which is we called one over T
e↵ect. This property hints the di↵erence in measured !m may come from a constant phase
shift error �err. Once time there is a constant phaseshift, the measured frequency will di↵er
from real frequency in a reciprocal time scale tendency, like

!mT = 8n!rT � �err, (4.2)

!m = 8n!r �
�err

T
. (4.3)

The value of �err can be estatmated by the slope of the data fitting. Once time �err is
obtained, !m should be corrected correspondingly. Therefore the fitting error of �err will
matter the overall uncertainty we can obtain in recoil frequency measurement, therfore fine
structure constant and Compton clock. In the Compton clock measurement, data is taken
at di↵erent T from 2 ms to 160 ms determines the size of the e↵ect as (340.4± 3.1) ppb for
T=160 ms, as shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: One over T e↵ect in the Compton frequency measurmenet.

Because �err does not depends on T , it should related to things unchanged for atom in-
terferometer with di↵erent time separations. A reasonable suggestion will be beam splitters.
Experimental data shows the measured one over T errors are insensitive to blue or red single
photon detuning, as shown in Figure 4.12a and Figure 4.12b. The independency shows the
shift has not too much to do with AC stark shift, which depends on the sign of single photon
detuning �. The overall phase shift keeps roughly the same amount when the Bragg order
n increased, as shown in Figure 4.13, note the slope should times Bragg order n to recover
the overall phase. Therefore the results do not depends heavily on the details of the beam
splitter. However, as shown in Figure 4.14, the smaller Bragg di↵raction amplitude is , the
smaller �err is. It verifies the guess that �err should mostly comes from the beam splitters.

Weicheng Zhong
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(a) One over T versus di↵erent single photon detuning. Be-
cause di↵erent single phton detuning corresponds to di↵er-
ent wavelength, their recoil frequency will be di↵erent.

(b) One over T versus di↵erent single photon detuning. The
y axis is turned into h̄/m, therefore it will be more conve-
nient to compare them.

Figure 4.12: One over T versus di↵erent single photon detuning.
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Figure 4.13: One over T versus di↵erent Bragg di↵raction orders.

Figure 4.14: One over T versus di↵erent Bragg pulse amplitude. In experiment, the zero
phase shift corresponds to almost zero contrast in signals.
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When we consider more carefully about beamsplitters and doing some simulations, the
theoretical discussions in Section 2.5 shows the possible source of �err. By combining Bragg
beam splitters we can simulate the overall atom interferometer with di↵erent conditions.
The result is shown in Figure 4.15. We can see they have similar trends in the lower relative
power. The advantages of simulation is that we can artificially turn o↵ crosstalk terms if we
want, which results in no o↵set at all. However, the experimental data shows more �err which
can not be fully explained by the cross talk, which suggests the multiple factors for �err, as
being discussed in Section 2.5. Nonetheless, the simulation suggests Bloch oscillation may
be helpful in suppressing the phase shift. When there is Bloch oscillations, the momentum
separation between two beam splitters will be larger than original and therefore the crosstalk
term will be suppressed. Once time we implemented the combination of Bloch oscillation
and Bragg di↵raction, the decreasing of overall phase error amplitude is obvious, as shown
in Figure 4.16, whose correction is about 22.4± 0.6ppb.

Figure 4.15: Comparison between theoretical calculation and experimental result. The black
squares show the experimental data, red circles show the simulation results considering the
two beam splitters at the same time. The blue triangles show the result with only one
beam splitters at one time, which cannot be obtained in experiments. The relative power
shows in here is the ratio between current Bragg beam pulse amplitude and ideal ⇡/2 pulse
amplitude. In experiments it is not feasible to determine the right amplitude beforehand,
but the parameters can be changed to get maximum contrast, and we assign the amplitude
as the optimum beam splitter power.

Once time we get closer to the fitting, there are sometimes deviation from straight line, as
shown in Figure 4.17. This deviation limits our overall uncertainty. The deviation correlates
to the contrast, as shown in Figure 4.18, there will be a dip happened at 20ms. Compared

Weicheng Zhong
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Figure 4.16: Comparison between one over before and after the Bloch oscillation. The blue
parts is the result after implementing the Bloch oscillations, and the black one is the original
result. The overall scale in y axis is chosen to have the same 1Hz interval to make comparison
easier. The slope, which corresponds to one over T e↵ect, is suppressed with the new setup.

it with Figure 4.17, the frequency looks higher at 20ms, which deviates from the expected
straight line. The first guess will be some external noise and range 1/20ms ⇠ 50Hz, but the
contrasts does not drop at higher harmonics of supposed noise frequency. The second guess
will be some spatial perturbance happened in the chamber and result in the discrepancy.
We check the assumption by shifting the overall time sequence 40ms later and compared the
result, as shown in Figure 4.19. From the data we see the deviation shall not come from
spatial perturbance.

After negating the possibility of environmental perturbance, what remained is some hid-
den mechanism inside the experiment. The external magnetic field has not too much thing
to do with the deviation, as shown in Figure 4.20, here we ramp on the external coil current
to six times higher and compared the overall results in one over T deviation. The result
excludes the possibility of involving Zeeman states as the main factor. Figure 4.21 shows
the deviation depends on the sign of single photon detuning, highlight the role beam splitter
played in here. This deviation happens even when there is no extra Bloch oscillation, as
shown in Figure 4.26. That means if the source comes from the beam splitters, it probably
will still be from Bragg di↵ractions.

The deviation of one over T will limit our overall uncertainty in measuring the recoil fre-
quency. However, the consistency of the deviation in experimental data shows the deviation
may also be able to get simulated by further consideration of Bragg di↵ractions, including
more energy levels, non-adiabatic condition, and space-time simulations.
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Figure 4.17: Demonstration of the deviation from straight line in one over T case. Here the
measruement is made in blue detuned � = 12GHz case.

Figure 4.18: Contrast versus di↵erent time separation, which is related to one over T e↵ect.
There is a drop in contrast around T=20mS.

Gouy phase

A laser beam of finite 1/e2 intensity radius w0 exhibits an additional phase shift when
going through its Rayleigh range, which corresponds to a relative increase in its e↵ective
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of the deviation from straight line in one over T in di↵erent starting
time case. The black square show the result from regular atom interferometer time sequence,
and the blue triangles show the result from delaying the atom interferometer time sequence
by 80 ms.

Figure 4.20: One over T e↵ect deviation in di↵erent external magnetic fields.

wavenumber by �2/(⇡2w2
0). In our case, the radius is determined by blade method, as shown

in Figure 4.23. The result is w0 = (6.18± 0.15) mm and corresponds to (1.9± 0.01) ppb.
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Figure 4.21: One over T e↵ect deviation in di↵erent �. Blue line means results from blue
detuned case, and red line shows results from red detuned case. The y axis shows the
normalized ratio, which supposed to be a straight line in deal one over T case. We can see
the deviations are separated into two groups, depends on their blue or red detuning.

Figure 4.22: One over T e↵ect deviation in di↵erent atom interferometer beam splitter con-
figurations. The black one is in the case of four Bragg di↵ractions and one Bloch oscillations,
and the red case is in the case of four Bragg di↵racitons only. Because !m is di↵erent in the
case, only the deviation from one over T straight line is plotted.
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Figure 4.23: Measurement for the beam profile in order to get Gouy phase. The y axis is
the power measured after the razor blade, and the x axis is the relative position of the razor
blade, unit in mm.

Beam alignment

Misalignment of the counter-propagating beams relative to each other by an angle ✓ reduces
the e↵ective wavenumber to keff = keff,0(1 + cos ✓)/2. We verify counter propagation by
testing whether the retroreflected beam recouples into the single-mode optical fiber that
launched it. Theoretically, a 1/e reduction of the back-coupling e�ciency results from a
�/(⇡w0) = 75µrad misalignment which, in turn, causes a 2.8 ppb reduction in !m. In
practice, however, we found the sensitivity of this method to be lower, probably due to beam
distortions, as shown in Figure 4.24. The smallest angle we can reliably rule out is 66µrad.
Since no such deviation is observed, we assume that the beam points into a random direction
within a circle of 66µrad radius, and correct !m by (1.5± 1.1)ppb. Another better way may
be measure result in di↵erent alignment setup and fitted with parabola, as demonstrated in
Figure 4.25.

4.5 The contrast loss

Here we discuss some possible ways for the contrast decrease. The contrast lost will decrease
the overall signal to noise ratio and may limit the minimum uncertainty of the measured
value.

Thermal expansion

For the finite temperature atoms, the extra transverse velocity distribution will change atoms’
transverse positions during the overall atom interferometer processes, therefore atoms will
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Figure 4.24: Backward fiber coupling e�ciency for di↵erent alignment.

Figure 4.25: Phase for di↵erent top mirror relative angle.

see di↵erent laser pulse intensity at di↵erent time. The di↵erent intensities will contribute
to di↵erent beam splitter e�ciencies and therefore decrease the overall contrast, since for
ideal case maximum contrast will be achieved only under the condition of having all beam
splitters the same conditions.
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Coriolis force e↵ect

Without Coriolis force compensation, the drop of contrast can be calculated in Equation
2.93. The Coriolis force compensation actually should be done into two mirrors. However,
the first order compensation is already enough to get good enough contrast at the time
separation and momentum di↵erence we use.

Wavefront distortion

The surface quality of all the optical components, including mirrors, wave plates and windows
may a↵ect the overall signal contrast. The reason is that di↵erent surface position will
bring extra phase to atoms at di↵erent special positions by photons. For all the beam
splitters, the vibrations and atoms’ thermal expansion will make these phase di↵erent from
each beam splitters, and they will add phase noise into the ellipse, therefore decrease the
overall sensitivity. Things may get better for retro-reflected mirror setup, since one optical
window will be removed. Moreover, every time the extra phase from surface quality is
printed into the atom by absorbing photons from a certain position, photons from the same
position will be retro-reflected back and remove the extra phase by simultaneous emission.
The extra quarter waveplate to satisfy the Bragg di↵raction polarization requirement and
the retro reflected mirror both have its own surface unevenness, and will still cause some
contrast drop. However, the dominate factor in wave front distortion comes from the vacuum
chamber window, which has quality of �/10, is worse than �/20 of the mirror and waveplate.
Therefore removing extra phase from vacuum window is still useful.

Light scattering

We can change the fiber size of Bragg di↵raction, make the overall pulse more homogeneous
in spatial. However, the overall e↵ect may not be better. There are two things we mainly
concerned when we switched from middle fiber size to big fiber size. One thing is the
overall intensity. For larger size we need roughly double the intensity to achieve the same
beam splitter, which may be outrange of maximum available Ti-Sapphire laser power. The
other thing is about the wall reflection. In experiment, larger fiber size does not always
guarantee better performance. Sometimes the contrast gets lower for larger beam size. We
can demonstrate the e↵ect by putting an iris just after the fiber port. When the iris gets a
little smaller, the contrast actually gets higher, as shown in Figure ??. When the iris further
closes, the contrast gets smaller again, and this time we can tell the di↵raction pattern on
the top CCD camera, as shown in Figure 4.27. This result shows the possibility of the
wall scattering light will a↵ect the overall contrast. In the vacuum chamber, the tube with
solenoid has diameter of 1.5 inch, which may cut the Gaussian profile of the large fiber port.
Its size determines the maximum pulse size we can use in the setup. The long term solution
may be increase the vacuum tube size, but then the homogeneousness of magnetic coil will
be the next consideration, since the diameter of solenoid get larger.
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Figure 4.26: Contrast in di↵erent iris size of large fiber port for beam splitter beams.

(a) Pictures take from top CCD camera
showing the size of the middle fiber port for
Bragg di↵raction.

(b) Pictures take from top CCD camera
showing the size of the large fiber port for
Bragg di↵raction.

Figure 4.27: Pictures of di↵erent fiber ports. We can see the rings happen at right picture.

Bloch oscillation scattering

When atom interferometer combined with Bloch oscillations, the contrast gets better under
blue detuned laser condition, since the single photon scattering rate is higher in the red
detuned case and is lower in the blue detuned case. Because the Bloch oscillation is turned
on for 900µS, even small scattering rate is enough to destroy the overall phase without
heating the atoms. Even though the signal showed on the scope has the same shape, the
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increasing Bloch oscillation intensity can already have diminished the contrast down to zero.
The solution will be further detuned lasers to generate Bloch oscillations, since the Bloch
oscillation does not require as high intensity as Bragg di↵raction did.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Current status

Compton clock

The Compton frequency we measured from the Compton clock has uncertainly 4ppb, and the
largest systematic error is ⇠ 3.1ppb for constant phase shift. The measured value matched
CODATA 2010 within 2�.

Fine structure constant

The fine structure constant we measured has statistical uncertainty 0.3 to 0.5 ppb in six
hours and the leading systematic error 0.5 ppb, due to the constant phase shift.

5.2 Future prospects

Compton frequency: mass and frequency, new clock

Compton frequency measurement relates frequency and mass, two are connected by Planck
constant. In 2011, the General Conference on Weights and Measures (CGPM-2011) con-
sidered a revision to the SI units that would assign an exact value to the Planck constant.
Under the proposed redefinition, Compton frequency measurements are mass measurements.
In practice, measuring microscopic and microscopic masses involves di↵erent experimental
methods and poses di↵erent challenges. Microscopic masses mX can be weighed as

mX =
mX

u

u

me

. (5.1)

The ratio mX/u of the unknown mass and the the atomic mass unit u is determined by
mass spectroscopy to often better than 0.5 ppb accuracy [38], [39]. The u itself has been
related to the electron mass me with 0.40 ppb accuracy [13], and me is obtained from the
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Rydberg constant, the defined values of h and c, and the fine structure constant ↵. This
involves both an extremely precisely measured constant of nature and an extremely precise
but highly involved calculation. The overall accuracy of this chain of measurements depends
on the unknown mass, but will be better than 1 ppb for many atoms. An alternative path
is provided by applying

mX =
mX

mAt

mAt

h̄
h̄, (5.2)

where At is an atomic species for which h̄/mAt has been measured (e.g., 87Rb, with a precision
of 1.2 ppb [17]). This method is slightly less accurate, but more direct as it requires a
measurement of the laser frequency as the only auxiliary measurement.

Measuring macroscopic masses under the CGPM-2011 definition poses a di↵erent chal-
lenge, as the experimental methods that apply to the microscopic world cannot be applied.
One successful approach is the Watt balance. The unknown macroscopic mass M is lifted
upwards at velocity v against the local gravitational acceleration g. The power P = M(g · v)
is measured electrically in terms of the Josephson and the von Klitzing constant. This relates
the power, and thereby the mass, to frequency and the defined values of the Planck constant
and the speed of light. This method requires several auxiliary measurements, e.g., of velocity
v and local gravity g, and involves moving parts whose surface flatness has to be precisely
controlled.

While our clock is based on coherent atomic matter waves, alternative approaches may
exist. For example, the rapidly developing field of optomechanics [40] might find means to
measure the recoil energy of a nanomechanical mirror scattering photons. This could result
in a clock referenced to the mass of a mesoscopic object or a mesoscopic mass standard
referenced to the second. The accuracy of such mass standards would then depend upon
the precision of the measurement of their Compton frequency, not upon the purity of their
constituents. Finally, given that Bragg di↵raction of electrons has already been demonstrated
[41], a clock using electrons or positrons may be within reach, and would be the first based
on an elementary particle. A positron clock would be based entirely on antimatter, and
useful for testing CPT symmetry or, e.g., the Einstein Equivalence Principle for antimatter.

While this accuracy of Compton clock is modest, the resolution and accuracy of atom
interferometry is advancing rapidly [42]. Up to 100-fold improvement in resolution could
be obtained by approaching the shot noise limit of our interferometer. Use of higher laser
frequencies (possible without changing the reference particle), lighter particles, and/or longer
interrogation times can possibly lead to a Compton clock that can serve as a primary time
standard. The intrinsic stability and Q-factor of a stable particle’s Compton frequency is
unmatched by any other frequency reference. One fundamental unit could then be defined
by a specific particle, and the units of mass, frequency, time, and length would be derived
from it.
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Recoil frequency: upcoming improvements

The sensitivity of the recoil frequency is not very close to the shot noise limit. For getting
better signals, we shall have more uniform ensembles, reduce the loss, suppress the overall
noises, increase sensitivity and have better detection.

Because atom interferometer signals come from individual atoms, any di↵erence may
contribute to larger standard errors. The velocity of each atoms can be further improved by
intensity stabilization of MOT system. The spatial distribution of atoms can be compressed
by di↵erent configuration of MOT beams or compressed MOT. For preparing atoms in
the right state, phase lock two lasers together as Raman instead of EOM can simplify the
transition situation, therefore obtain purer states. The contrast loss is discussed in Section
4.5. For further improvement, the most feasible way is to lock lasers with larger detuning as
Bloch oscillation to reduce the contrast lost. Or we can increase the overall acceleration but
reduce the pulse duration [43]. Better intensity stabilization of both frequency components
of beam splitters will also keep the ellipse signal from shattering and increase possible highest
contrast.

The vibration di↵erence between top and bottom mirror in Bragg di↵raction will a↵ect
the ��laser and therefore introduce noises. Better vibration isolation will help.

AR coating for detection optical window can reduce the possibility of fringe and improve
the quality of detection. CCD camera may also be useful to extract more information than
simple PMT [44].
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